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To the Editor:

To the Editor:

Mr. Samuel B. Lowell's article,
"Pricing Policies and Methods" in the
March 1967 issue pointed out the
necessity for individuals involved in
pricing to understand the accounting
mechanics and techniques available
to aid in evaluating and arriving at
pricing decisions. I believe, however,
that another very important ingredient
is required in pricing— market value.

In the March 1967 issue, Mr. Howard A. Christensen in his article,
"Small Business and Its Accountants:
A Case Report," presented a hypothetical company and illustrated how
its chief accountant successfully installed a revised accounting and reporting system.

The point is this: Most commodities have a market value in themselves. The problem lies in ascertaining what that value is and determining
if the cost applied to that commodity
produces a profit. Undoubtedly many
commodities as marketed in our society today have failed to receive acceptance and produce profits solely
on the fact that the seller failed to
recognize its value to the user. In
other words, no value existed to support the value requested.
Mr. Lowell should be complimented in delving into this highly
unexplored area for far too many
pricing policies and practices are
measured by accounting systems designed for other purposes that in
themselves do not accurately measure
the profit picture.
Donald L. Speck
Manager— Product Cost Analysis
Westinghouse Air Brake Company
Construction Equipment Division
Peoria, Ill.

As expected in any hypothetical
case, the president was very much
impressed with the accountant's presentation and enthusiasm for the proposed new system and, as a result, accepted the entire plan. In reality,
management will be more likely to
adopt the management accountant's
recommendations for improvement if
they specifically include two things —
value and request. Any recommendations must set forth the value to be
derived by the company (e.g., improved performance and /or lower
costs) and a request for specific action
(e.g., a major updating and revision
of the system of accounting and reporting) to enable management to
recognize the benefits of the recommendations and know specifically
what action should be initiated.
James C. Dailey, CPA.
Auditing Manager
Price Waterhouse & Co.
Fourth National Bank Building
Tulsa, Okla.
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Keying the Short -Run Capital Flow
to Return -on- Investment Objectives
B y D AV I D P . M c ELVAIN
is no question that the time
element is hard to capture in accounting practice because it is indefinite. Yet, the whole field of business
activity is indefinite and we have found
means of evaluation by setting standards of performance and pointing out
deviations from standards to management. In the same manner standard time

T
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elements can be set and deviations from
standards pointed out.
Elements of Return on Investment
The elements of return on investment
are two: the rate of return and the turnover. Each element contributes to the
overall return on investment of a company. For example, a 10% rate of return which turns twice during a year
earns more than a 20% return which
turns only once, as follows:

Net return for the year

.21

$

Net Return for the Year
Computed as follows:
1st turn
Capital Invested
Rate of return
Net return
2nd turn
Capital Invested
Rate of return
Net return

$

Inve stment of $1 .00
10 % Return
2 0 % R e tu rn
Tu rn s 2 Time s
Turns 1 Ti me

.20

1.00
10%
$ .10

1.00
20%
$ .20

$ 1.10
10%
$ .11

20%

$ .21

$

.20

Mathematics has conveniently provided a formula to capture this:
I (1+i)n
Where I = the investment
i = the rate of return per n period.
n = the number of investment turns.

DAVID P. McELVAIN, Dallas Chapter 1963, is Mana ger
of Fin anc ial Plann in g, Dre sse r Cran e, Hoist & To we r Div ision of Dresse r Industries Inc., Muske gon, Mich. Mr. McElvain holds B.S. a n d M . B . A . de gree s from the University
of Arizo na , Tuc son , Ariz.
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Using the formula in the previous example the gross return would have been computed as follows:
$1.00 (1.10) 2 = $ 1.21
and the net return computed at $.21 by subtracting the investment.
time into pricing policy to key in return
on investment objectives simplifies product mark -up factors. The ne ed for determining investments in product lines
and converting to required sales dollars
is eliminated.
This product mark -up formula is
simply:

Injecting Standard Time Elements into
Pricing Policy
The obvious place to inject standard
time elements is pricing policy; here we
must consider the entire capital picture,
i.e., length of time capital is invested in
inventories, receivables, etc. Injecting

time element
Cost of product x (1 +return objective)
For illustration, assume product A
costs $530.00, the return on investment
objective is 30% and the standard investment time (inventories and receivables) is 91 days or 1/a of a year. Then
product A's price is:'

= price.

$530.00(1.30) Y4 = Price = $565.93
Now, if we assume 10,000 units of
product A were sold during the year,
then the earnings statement and return
on investment are:

Sales of Product A for the year
Cost of Product A including support costs
Earnings from Product A

$ 359,300

Average Investment in Product A
Return on Investment

$1,197,666
30%

Application of the price mark -up becomes more or less complicated depending on the time element. Many
times customers want longer term credit and ask to extend the capital turn
figure beyond a year. In these situations,
the mark -up must consider the loss of
earnings resulting from slower capital
turns.

$5,659,300
5,300,000

As an example, assume the return objective is 30 %, the customer wishes to
pay a 10% progress payment now, 10%
on delivery 6 months from now and the
balance in two yearly installments. Assuming an investment of $5,000.00, the
price is:

500( 1.30) 0 +500(1.30)%+2,000(1.30) 1 %
It can be seen how the time element
Return of
investment

2,000(1.30) 2 '

—

Price = $ 7,888

was taken into consideration, that is:

Wh e n
returned
Now

$

500
500
$2,000
$2,000

+

Exponent
0

1/ 2

$

1/ 2
year
11h years
11/ 2
21/ 2 years
21/ 2
It should be noted in the above that periods, in this example it is years. Howthe exponent is expressed in identical ever, it could be expresed in six -month
'See Appendix for mathematical computation periods in which case the return objective would have to be revised to the
in this paper.
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same basis or 14.02 %, that is (1.1402) 2
_ (1.30) 1
Programs for Deviation from Standard
At one t ime or another such things
as production delays, credit extension,
etc., will cause deviations from the
standard time elements in pricing. At
these times it is necessary to have programs or procedures which identify and
evaluate deviations and direct the company back to its return objectives. Such
tools can range from well developed
programs and procedures in inventory
analyses to special analyses on accounts
payable. Of course, the priority of such
programs will vary among companies.
For the purposes of simplicity, the areas
3,600 ( 1
l +i

) 2%

in this paper are limited to credit extension and inventory analyses.
Credit Extension — Assume marketing
has quoted a price of $8,000 to a customer on an investment of $6,000; the
customer then desires to pay 10% on
delivery in 6 months and the balance in
two yearly installments; marketing is
not sure if this meets company objectives because the price quoted is based
on a standard turn of one year.
It is evident in this illustration that
there is a deviation from the standard
time element in pricing, and before marketing can close the sale it must determine the return on investment. This is
done by discounting the receipts to
equal the investment, as follows:

+ 3,600 ( 1 ) 1 % + 8 00 ( 1 ) % = $6,000
l +i
l +i

i = Rate of Return /Year = 16.92%
If the return objective is 30 %, marketing's direction is well indicated: They
can renegotiate for a better price, more
favorable terms or possibly find outside
financing for t he customer. Of course
other economic considerations could
make the sale desirable under its present
terms.
Inventories —The necessity of controlling costs and inventory levels show
again that a company cannot depend
entirely on pricing policy to achieve
return objectives. With inventories there
are two directions to take:
1. Determine what the cost of a product should be under current market
prices.
2. Determine the inventory level.
The first, determining what the cost
of a product should be under current
market prices is relatively simple, yet
the hardest to implement once it is
known. For example:
Price for product B has been running
around $577.00 and its cost $550.00. The

turnover at this price has been 3 times per
year. If the return objective is 3 0 % per
year, then the cost of product B should be
$530.00, computed as follows:
Pr ice - (1 + i ) n = cost
$577.00 _ (1.30) 1/ 3 = $ 530.00
Of course, management must determine if such cost reductions can be
achieved and b y wh at means, such as
standardization of product lines, deterioration of products, rearranging cost
inputs, etc. For these reasons possibly
the second alternative would be better,
i.e., re- establishing the inventory levels
or, in effect, decreasing the life of the
investment.
For example, assume management
has been successful in dropping the cost
of product B to $530.00 yet the current
market price drops to $565.93. If management feels that costs cannot be reduced further, they can adjust the inventory investment to a level which
yields 30 %. The first step is recomputing the turnover figure, as follows:

Logarithm Price — Logarithm Cost _ Turnover
Logarithm (1 +i)
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Log 565.93 — Log 530.00 = .25 or 4 times /year
Log (1.30)
certain amounts of additional inventory
investment. Of course, this technical
approach must be limited where there
exists the possibility of obsolescence.
If we assume that the set -up costs in
the previous example will be $150 every
turn or 51 days, then the additional inventories justified can be computed and
compared to the projected usage, as follows:

From this turnover figure an allowance is made for receivable collection;
assuming .11 per year or 41 days then
the inventory turnover is .14 per year or
51 days. If the inventory usage of product B is $20,000 per year, then the inventory level cannot exceed $2,801.
With many products there are set -up
costs to consider also. Technically, a
future savings from set -up costs justify

Projected
Additional
Net Savings
usage of
inventories
additional
Days
savings can
from now Amount
inventories **
justify*
51

$150

$4,132

$2,651

102
153
204

150
150
150

2,030
1,329
978

2,651
2,651
2,651

Over
(under)
produced
$1,481

Carryover
$

(621)
(1,322)
(1,673)

Net
(over)
under
supplied
$1,481

1,481
860
(462)

860
(462)
(2,135)

-

*Net Savings (1.30)11-1
* *Total Inventory Investment for 51 days, $2,801,less set up
Cost Savings, $150.
From this schedule it ca n be determined that another set -up cost will be
incurred in 153 days because the savings do not justify enough additional
inventories to cover the company's
needs beyond that point in time. Therefore, the inventory investment in product B should be approximately $8,103
or the original investment of $2,801 and
its needs for the next two periods of
$5,302.

It should be remembered that the additional inventory investment in product
B will be priced out on a basis of a 51day turnover, even though the actual
turnover is extended to 102 on part of
investment and 153 days on the remainder. The resulting lower return is
offset by the set -up cost savings as follows:

Revenue in 102 to 153 day period:
Cash receipts
$2,747

$2,651 (1.30)14—

Revenue in 51 to 102 day period:
Cash receipts
$2,651 (1.30)1.4=

2,747
150

Set up cost savings

2,897

Revenue at 51 days
Set up costs savings

150
150

Total Revenue
6

$5,794
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Retu rn on investment:
Flow o f rec eipts
102 to 153
Days
2,747 +i

i 41 +

51 to 102
Days
2,897 +i

51 Day s
(1 ) . 1 4

28

1

+

Investment
-

$

5,302

150

Re t u r n o n i n v e st m en t = i = 30% /year
Summ ar y
I n a l m ost all fields of e c o n o m i c e n d e a v o r re t u r n o n in v e st m e n t is th e a cc e p t e d m e t h o d o f e v a l u a t i n g i n v e st m e n t
a lter na ti ves. Y e t , indu str ia l firms ha v e
h a d difficu lty in k ey ing re t u r n o n inve st m en t o bj e ct iv e s t o sh o rt -r u n ca pi t a l .
T h e p r o b l e m i s t h a t i n d u s t r i a l fi r m s a r e
du b i o u s a b o u t the time el e m e n t in the
short -ru n ca pita l flow.
T he pr obl em ca n b e solv ed by in ject-

ing st a n d a r d ti me el e m e n t s in t o c o m p a n y pri ci ng policy, via p r o d u c t m a r k u p fa c t o r s . T h e n , wh e n d e v i a t i o n s fr o m
t h e se st a n d a r d t i m e e l e m e n t s o c c u r , t h e
c o m p a n y c a n d e v e l o p s p e c i fi c p r o g r a m s
and procedu res to iden tify an d evalu ate
devi a ti ons a nd dir ect the co mpa n y b a ck
t o r e t u r n o n i n v e st m e n t o b j e c t i v e s. T h e
n u m b e r of p r o g r a m s a n d pr o c e d u r e s,
su c h a s a n a l y se s o f c r e d i t e x t e n si o n , inven to rie s, et c. a r e virtu a lly u n li m it ed .

APPENDIX
Discou nt tables ma k e possible the discounted ca sh flow technique in capital
expenditu res. However, these sa me tables do not offer the needed flexibility for
other areas of capita l flow a na lysis. Therefore, the following selected ma thema tica l
computations u sed in this pa per are being presented in this appendix:
1. Finding the price.
2. Finding the ra te of retu rn.
3. Finding the tu rnover figu re.
Fin d in g th e p ric e -Logarithms simplify the work in the price ana lysis section.
The price in the first example wa s computed a s follows:
$5 30 (1.30 )'/4 = Price
(1 . 3 0 ) ' = L o g 1 . 3 0 - 4
(1.30 )'/4 = Anti -log .1 13 94 _ 4 = Anti -log .0 28 48 50
(1.30)'/4 = 1 .06 78
$5 3 0 (1 .06 7 8 ) = $ 56 5 .9 3 = Price
In the second pricing example, loga rithms were u sed again:
500 (1 .3 0) 0
1.30%
1.301 %
1.302 %

+
=
=
=

5 0 0 ( 1 .3 0 )%
Log 1.30
Log 1.30
Log 1.30

+ 2 , 0 0 0 (1 . 3 0 ) 1 %
X .5 = Anti -log
X 1.5 = Anti -log
X 2.5 = Anti -log

+

2,0 0 0 (1 .1 9 26 9 ) = Price
.0 5 6 9 7 = 1.140
.17091 = 1.4822
.28485 = 1.19269

50 0 (1 .0 00 ) + 5 0 0 (1 .1 4 0 2 ) + 2 ,0 0 0 (1 .4 8 2 2 ) + 2 ,0 0 0 (1 .1 9 2 6 9 ) = Price
$ 5 0 0 + $ 5 7 0 + $ 2 ,9 6 4 + $ 3 ,8 5 4 - $ 7 ,8 8 8
Findin g the rate of return - Differentia l ca lcu lu s wa s u sed to find the ra te of retu rn
in the section on credit extension, as follows:
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3,600 (

l +i

)

Step 1: Ma k e x — --

+ 3 , 60 0 (

1
l +i

1 1+i

) i

+ 800 (

1}i

)

- 6 ,0 00

and cha nge the period to 1 / 2 years, so that the

formu la is:
3,600 x1 + 3,600 X3 + 800 xl — 6,000
Step 2 : Assu me x equ a ls .9 0 0 , then:
3,600(.59049) + 3,600(.729) + 800(.900) — 5,470
Step 3 : Find the differentia l equa tion a nd solve for Ax
Ax (18,000 x4 + 10,800x2 + 800) — 530
Ax — 530 - (18,000(.6561) + 10,800(.81) + 800)
Ax - .024815

Step 4 : Add the a ssume valu e of x to the Ax
assu me value of x —
Ax —
x—

and solve for i
.900000
.024815
.924815

1
X — l +i
1 — 1
—
x

.92415
i — 8.1 3% /ha lf yea r
or

16.9 2% /year

Find ing the turn over fig ure —In the inventory ana lysis section the tu rnover figure
wa s fou nd by u sing loga rithms:
$530.00 (1.30)n —
(1.30)n —

8

$565.93
1.0678

n -

Log 1.0678
Log 1.30

11—

.02849
.11394

n -

.2 5 per year or 4 times per year.
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A Long -Range Forecasting
and Planning Technique
By JOHN W. DODSON

planning tech niques have contributed greatly to
management's ability to improve operational performance. Typical of this
brand of planning is a technique developed and used by IBM at its Systems Development Division Laboratory in San
Jose, California.
This easy -to -use quantitative method
for resource planning is based on the
fact that activity levels are not constant;
that is, the activities come in waves,
caused by new products being developed, manufactured, sold and modified.
The waves, however, do have a consistent pattern which can be mathematically defined by analyzing historical
data. These definitions are then adapted
to a computer program which calculates,
plots and generates a forecast workload.
The automated plan shows slack and
peak periods of activity far in advance
of their happening. This allows the time
necessary to increase resources in a
demanding area on a noncrash basis, or
to eliminate the waste of resources during a lull of activity. Besides providing
better forecasts and improved understanding of an activity, the technique
allows the planner to concentrate on

C

factors that vary between products, while
the computer does the routine calculations which are common to all products.

OMPUTER- ASSISTED

The technique has a variety of applications, such as budgeting, manpower
scheduling, and marketing emphasis
within different application areas. Our
first use for it was forecasting a long range engineering workload for a group
called Custom Systems. This group designs custom features in support of
standard IBM computer products.
Development of the application involved two stages which are described
in detail. First, a mathematical model
based on past history was formulated;
components of t he model are pattern,
timing and magnitude of assistance related to the basic products being supported. Then, a computer program was
written to prepare a forecast based on
the model, and to display the forecast in
report and graphic form.
The Planning Model
Four and one -half years of data was
collected. It consisted of Custom Systems support to IBM products at three
different laboratory locations. The data
was entered into punched cards, and the
computer was used to summarize and
plot it for analysis.

JOHN W. DODSON is a S y st e m s A n a ly st f o r IB M a t S a n
Jose, Calif. In this position h e h a s b e e n engaged primarily
in developing long -range planning and control techniques
for development — engineering projects. Mr. Dodson received
his B.S . de g re e fro m th e Unive rsity of California, Berke le y,
Ca lif., a nd is cu rre ntly wo rk in g toward an M.B.A. d e gree a t
th e Un iv e rsity of Sa nta Cla ra , Sa nta Cla ra , Calif.
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Expense Pattern

shape fits the family of curves defined
by
Y = CiTcze- T

z

W
N
W

a.
X
W

TIME
EXHIBIT 1

Patterns Found
Plots of engineering expenses for the
machines were found to have the general shape shown in Exhibit 1. This

where
T = Time (quarters)
Y = Expense at time (T)
C, = Parameter that determines the
magnitude of (Y)
CY = Parameter that describes the
shape of the curve
e
= 2.7183 (base of the natural logarithm system)
Table 1 contains suggested values of
C 2 for development engineering (design
of custom features). For product engineering (documentation and release to
manufacturing of reorders for the custom features), a rule of thumb is to
make C2 equal to 7, because the load is
usually spread over a long period of
time without a sharp peak.

Table I

DEVELOPMENT-EXPENSE SHAPE PARAMETER
Dev. C,

Machine Description
CPU (central processing unit,
high unit sales)
CPU (low unit sales)
I/O Control
I /0— Printers, Readers, etc.
Storage— Disks, Memories, etc.
Special products designed by Custom Systems
that were not a custom feature on a basic
product (over $250,000)
Special products designed by Custom Systems
that were not a custom feature on a basic
product (under $250,000)
Stand -alone Unit - Record Machines
Exhibit 2 illustrates the shapes of th e
expense curves for the range of C2 given
in Table 1. Exhibit 3 shows an example
of how well the actual values follow the
values predicted by the model.
In the case presented here, a mathematical equation is used to define the
patterns. This is not a requirement. Another approach is to set up a table with
discrete values of Y for each integer
10

6
5
4

3
3
3
2
2

value of T. Table 2 defines the pattern
for Y =T cze T with C 2 =3 . Y is expressed as a percentage of the total expense that occurs in the time period T.
The sum of all Y's for any pattern must
total 100 %. Using this technique it is
possible to describe any pattern, regardless of its shape, in any application area
simply by varying the values of Y.
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

Actual Deviation for an Expense Curve

Variations of the Expense Curve

A
\

,� C,�-6

V

`~ ACTUAL CURVE
CPU, HIGH UNIT SALES

5 YEARS

TIME (QUARTERS(

EXHIBIT 2

`

EXHIBIT 3

Table 2
PAT T E RN D E FI N I T I ON U SI N G D I SCR E T E V ALU E S

Period
Y (% )

1
6.1

2
3
18.0 22.4

4
19.5

5
14.0

6
8.9

7
5.2

8
2.9

9
1.5

10 11
0.8 0.4

12
0.2

13
0.1

Equivalent to Y =T c2e T with C2 = 3
T i m i ng C on si st e n t
T h e se c o n d st e p in defi ning e x p e n se
vs. time is to position the cu rve
( Y = C1Tc2e- T) on the time axis. In any
application area , timing of the pattern is
est a bl ish ed by a n swer i n g the qu e st i o n :

What key date in the product's life most
consistently determines the timing of the
pattern? Often, there are several product
dates to evaluate, and they are measured
by their ability to predict the actual date
of a point on the curve, usually the start
or peak.
Historical data in Custom Systems
gave the quarter that engineering expense began and the quarter of peak
effort for each product. Both dates were
related to product announcement, a key
date in the product's life. In the model
there was a choice of using the announce
date to fix the start date and calculate
the peak date, or vice versa. Since it was
found that Custom Systems engineering
effort for special features usually begins
during the first or second quarter after
announcement of the parent product
(Exhibit 4) and the peak varies over a
wide range due to the different machine
types involved, the natural selection was
a fixed start date.
In the program, the zero point of the
curve (T = O, Y = O) is set one quarter
DECEMBER1967

after announcement, and engineering
effort will be forecasted to begin the
second quarter after announcement
( T = 1, Exhibit 5). This is a realistic
start date according to Exhibit 4.
Start Date Timing
6
5
b

4

a

3

W

W

LL 2

1
0

1
2
3
4
5
QUARTERS AFTER ANNOUNCEMENT

6+

EXHIBIT 4

Scaling the Expense (Y) Axis
The third step in defining the planning model was to determine the magnitude of total expense. With equations
Y = Q T c2e T or

CI =

T �Ye�-T

and total expense (A) from the Appendix
A = CI[C2!1 or Ci =
A
A
[C 2 !1

any two of the following terms can be
11

Positioning the Curve on the Time Axis
/

C2 =2

zz
2

I

o

I

\

• '1

� � � - C2 - 6

z
a
LL.
O

0

1

2

3

o

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

EXPENSE PEAKS J
I

0

1

2

3

LTJ

4

5

6

EXPENSE BEGINS
QTRS. AFTER ANNOUNCEMENT
EXHIBIT 5

ucts to be included in the plan are
div id ed in to two g r o u p s: pr o d u c t s tha t
a r e u n d e rg o i n g d e ve l o pm e n t a c t iv i t y a n d
ha ve i n c u r r e d se v e r a l q u a r t e r s o f a c t u a l
ex pe nses, a n d pr o d u c t s wh o se de v e lo p m e n t ha s not y e t b e g u n .

ca l c u l a t e d i f we a r e g i v e n th e t h i r d t e r m
a n d� a �v a lu e� for � C� :
Expense for one pa rticula r qua rter.
Expenses for a group of qu a rters.
Tota l expenses for the entire period.
On e o f t h e i t em s a b o v e m u st b e su p p l i e d
as part of the input for each product.
T o sa tisfy this re q u i r e m e n t , the p r o d -

F o r the first gr o u p , the in pu t to the
mo d e l is a n a ct u a l e x p e n se co v e ri n g a

Table 3
Cs P E R C E N T A G E S

Row ( 1 ) = Ea ch time period's percenta ge of the total expenses
Ro w (2 ) = T h e cu mu la tive percentage of the tota l expenses

Fo r e a c h C . :

PERIOD

12

C�

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

2

18.4
18.4

27.1
45.5

22.4
67.9

14.7
82.6

8.5
91.1

4.5
95.6

2.3
97.9

1.1
99.0

0.5
99.5

0.3
99.8

0.1
0.1
99.9 100.0

3

6.1
6.1

18.0
24.1

22.4
46.5

19.5
66.0

14.0
80.0

8.9
88.9

5.2
94.1

2.9
97.0

1.5
98.5

0.8
99.3

0.4
99.7

0.2
99.9

4

1.5
1.5

9.0
10.5

16.8
27.3

19.5
46.8

17.6
64.4

13.4
77.8

9.1
86.9

5.7
92.6

3.4
96.0

1.9
97.9

1.0
98.9

0.5
99.4

5

0.3
0.3

3.6
3.9

10.1
14.0

15.6
29.6

17.5
47.1

16.1
63.2

12.8
76.0

9.2
85.2

6.1
91.3

3.8
95.1

2.2
97.3

1.3
98.6

6

0.1
().1

1.2
1.3

5.0
6.3

10.4
16.7

14.6
31.3

16.1
47.4

14.9
62.3

12.2
74.5

9.1
83.6

6.3
89.9

4.1
94.0

2.5
96.5

7

0.01
0.01

0.3
0.3

2.1
2.4

6.2
8.6

10.6
19.2

13.9
33.1

15.0
48.1

14.4
62.5

11.9
74.4

9.0
83.4

6.6
90.0

4.4
94.4

11
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period or group of periods. This is used
in conjunction with Table 3 which shows
the cumulative and periodic percentage
of the total expense that is used up each
quarter, according to the expected pattern. For example, if C_ = 4, then 13.4%
of the total expenses will occur in the
sixth quarter, and 77.8% of the total
expenses will be used up by the end of
the sixth quarter:

T he Planning Pr ogra m
O n c e the m o d e l ha s b e e n define d, a
c o m p u t e r p r o g r a m is co n st ru c t e d to d o
all the ca lc u la tio ns. In p u t consists of a
few k ey it em s su p pli ed by the pl a n ne r .
T h e o u t p u t c a n b e s u m m a r i z e d in va riou s wa y s, a n d b e pr e se nt e d i n r ep o r t a n d
g r a p h i c fo r m wi t h n o a d d i t i o n a l m a n u a l
effort. T h i s sect ion de sc ri be s h o w the
p l a n n i n g p r o g r a m wo r k s.

Total expense = periodic expense
%
of total

Input
Exh ib it 6 is a po rt io n of a pl a n n in g
sheet u sed fo r logging i n fo r m a t i o n tha t
is to be k ey p u n c he d . D e ta i le d pr o ce d u r e s
fo r su p p l y i n g t h e i n p u t a r e c o n t a i n e d i n
a n instru cti on ma n u a l . T h e in st ru ct io ns
a r e br i e fly su mm a r i ze d a s fo l lo ws:

In p u t fo r pr o d u c t s wh o se de v e lo p m e n t ha s no t yet beg u n is su pp li ed by
esti ma ti ng the total re so u r ce s tha t will
be devoted to support of the machine.
In so m e a re a s it mig ht be possible to
esti m a t e indir ectly by rela ting tota l exp e n se t o o t h e r p a r a m e t e r s s u c h a s e ng i nee ri ng co m pl e xi t y o r sa les fore ca sts.
H o we v e r , in C u st o m Sy st em s, the sta ti sti c a l c o rr e l a t i o n b et we en t he se fa c to r s
a n d t o t a l e x p e n se i s n o t h i g h e n o u g h t o
be useful as an accurate predictor, so a
be st e st im a t e o f t o t a l e xp e n se i s u se d . A
list of ex p e nse s for p r o d u c t s su p p o r t e d
in t h e p a st se r v e s a s a g u i d e i n p e r fo r m ing thi s ta sk .

1. Compl ete t he he a der ca rd. T he da tes
identify the plan and specify the 5year period to be planned.
2. List the products to be included in
the pla n a nd th eir a nnou nc e da t e, or
enter the da te that development will
or did begin.
3. Complet e ea ch produ ct ca rd:
a. Estima te the engineering expenses,
and apportion them between development and produ ct engineer-

PLA NNING

SHE ET
START OF PLAN
QTR /YR
0 12

GATE

HEADER
1

CARD

8
/

t)UCT

EST,
T07AL

START

ENGR

OTR/

EXPENSE
SI 0 O0 's

YR

1

i
L

ANNC.
OR

8

10 15

19

OEV.
2

42829

i

DEV

PE -

EST.

ENGR.

ES T

EXPENSE

%
DONE

TO DATE
s1000� s

33 3 4

C2
OEV

37

ADJ
_
QTR

39

%
OF

EST.

j

PROD.
ADJ.
NO
t
OTR � ' T

ENGR

PROD.
ENGR.
EST C2
ENGR. EXPENSE
X
PE
EXPENSE TO GATE GONE
s I 0 0 0 ' s $1000� s

42

48

63

TOT

5253

57 58

61
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CUSTOM SYSTEMS PL ANNI NG AND F ORECASTI NG
DATE PREPARED

04/1 5/67

SUMMARY
DEVEL OPMENT ENGINEERI NG
1966

1967

1966

1969

A8101

24 ,7 00

11, 900

1,1 00

400

190

48 ,4 00

1970

100

22, 400

5, 70 0

STR943

500

11,700

6,700

900

5, 0 0 0

34 ,2 00

19,100

x

2,0 00

11 ,7 00

x

16 ,0 00

xx1 9 1 1

WRA 122
M021 -5

600

CUSTOM SYSTEMS PL ANNI NG AND F ORECASTI NG

A8CZ
DATE REPARED

04 /1 5/ 67

Y043
SUMMARY
AY42 -1
PRODUCT ENGI NEERI NG
000 7 -9
AXBY

1966

1967

1968

1969

19 )0

A8101

100

2, 70 0

3, 30 0

1,3 00

100

190

11,700

22, 400

5, 7 0 0

1, 20 0

100

3, 5 0 0

4, 90 0

1,1 00

800

2,3 00

1, 10 0

2,6 00

8, 30 0

xx

xx 3 2
98A8
FI N -2 7
TOTALS

xx1 9 1 1
STR943
WRA122
W021-5

CUSTOM SYSTEMS PL ANNI NG AND F ORECASTI NG
ASCZ
DATE PREPARED

04 /1 5/ 67

Y043
SUMMARY
DEVELOPMENT

•

AY42 -1
PRODUCT ENGI NEERI NG

000 7 -9
1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

A8101

24, 800

14, 600

4, 40 0

1,4 00

400

X X 190

60 ,1 00

34 ,4 00

7,700

1, 50 0

Xx19 11

11, 800

25,900

10, 600

STR943

1,5 00

12, 500

9, 00 0

2, 90 0

3, 5 0 0

36 ,8 00

27, 400

5, 10 0

50, 200

1,0 00

34 ,3 00

45 , 30 0

14, 100

26, 700

9, 0 0 0

1,3 00

300

5, 80 0

12, 400

5, 30 0

1,0 00

10, 100

39, 000

20, 400

4, 2 0 0

20, 600

10, 000

3, 1 0 0

1, 00 0

8,4 00

16, 600

8, 30 0

AXBY
XX32
98AB
2, 30 0

FIN -27
TOTALS
WRA122
W 2 1 -5
ABCZ
Y043

35, 700

AY42 -1
000 7 -9
AXBY

3, 30 0

xx3 2
1,6 00

1,3 00

100

FI N -2 7

14, 100

4, 00 0

1,9 00

TOTALS

139,600

131, 800

169,100

"AB

200
158,600

121,100

EXHI BI T 7
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ing. There are many ways of doing
this. The rule to follow in selecting one is to make use of as much
knowledge about the machine as
possible.
b. Describe the shape and peak of
the expense curves by supplying
the shape parameter Ca (Table 1).
c. Position the curve on the time axis.
This will be done automatically
according to the announce date.
However, if actual values show
that either development or product
engineering started or peaked in a
a quarter other than predicted, the
curve is repositioned by a quarterly
adjustment on the planning sheet.
4. Prepare a totals card and place it
behind the product cards if a total
plan is wanted. Individual product
plans can be generated without a
total plan by omitting the totals card.
5. Enter NO in columns 79 -80 of the
product card to keep the program
from emitting an individual plan for
the product. The plan for the product
is calculated and added to the total
plan, but it is not printed. This feature makes it possible to alter a plan
by changing one or two products
without regenerating all of the individual plans for products that are
notchanged.
Processing
The program reads the header card
and determines the actual dates of the
20 quarters in the plan from the specified start date.
The product cards are read and processed one at a time. First, the development, product engineering and total engineering expenses are calculated. Next,
using C2 and the equations, the computer spreads the total expenses over 20
quarters. Then the start date, announce
date, and time -scale adjustments are used
to assign actual dates to any portion of
the 20 quarters that occur within the
specified planning period.
As the quarterly values for each product are calculated, they are accumulated
DECEMBER1967

in another table, so that after all the
products are processed a total plan can
be printed.
Output
The computer generates a 5 -year engineering plan. It consists of plots and
reports like those found in Exhibits 7,
8 and 9.
Exhibit 7 shows yearly summaries for
all products in the plan. The three pages
of computer output are for development,
product and total Custom Systems engineering.
Exhibit 8 contains reductions of the
computer - generated plots for t he total
plan and for one of the products in the
plan. The three curves are for development, product and total engineering.
Exhibit 9 is the printed output that
corresponds with the plots in Exhibit 8.
Summary
A system has been developed for preparing long -range workload forecasts. It
involves a computer program that contains a model based on (1) average expense patterns, (2) the fact that the
occurrence of the pattern is related to a
key date in the product life and (3) the
predictability of total effort or expense
at the product level.
The technique has several advantages:
— Graphic output facilities scheduling of
education and training during times
of low activity, so that necessary skills
are available when required. It also
helps to prevent over- or under staffing.
— Budgets that reflect peaks and valleys
in the engineering workload will result
in more effective utilization of engineering funds. The consequences of a
budget cut or the addition of a product
at a location can be identified and
different alternatives quickly tested.
— Justification of needs can be facilitated
because the technique is logical, consistent, easy to explain and reliable. If
15

Plots for a product (A) and a total plan (B).
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The plots are not at the same expense scale
because the total plan would dwarf the product plan.
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there is disagreement with the values,
the forecast provides a quantitative
basis for discussion.
-- Cu stom Systems Ma rk eting ca n compa re forecasted engineering load with
pla nned capa city and ma k e more accu ra te estima tes of fu ture back log a nd
shipping schedules. It will also be a ble
to ba la nce marketing empha sis with

fu tu re ca pa city to produ ce.
T h i s n e w m e t h o d of fo re ca st in g a n d
pl a n ni n g ha s be en su c ce ssfu l in two
a r e a s o f t h e S a n J o se S y s t e m s D e v e l o p m e n t Divi sion L a b o r a t o r y . Pr o j ec t s a r e
u n d e r wa y t o e x p a n d i t e v e n fu r t h e r i n t o
ot h e r t e ch n i c a l a nd n o nt e c hn i c a l p r od u c t
su p p o r t g r o u p s.
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AP P E N D I X : MAT HE M ATI CS CON CE RN I N G T HE CU RV E

This section shows for each C2 the
point in time where the curve will peak,

and how a periodic value can be used to
calculate the total, and vice versa.

YMA)
0
W
W
}

TPAE

Peak Resources Required (Y...). T ota l Resources Required (A).
Cu rv e: Y = Ci T oze T (Will be treated as a continuous curve)
By definition , Y_ oc cu r s whe re th e slo pe ( d ) of the curve equals 0.
Slope:

= C IT ICZ — Ile T[Cz — T] Slope 0: CIT tCZ _')e T[Cz — T] = 0

dT

which shows tha t T = Cz will give Y_

Y- = CIC2C2e oz or CI =
Y,,,ax
A = o f 0°C.TC2e TdT
Cz °ze °z

Total Expense (Area u nder the curve)
A = CI[(Cz)(Cz — 1)(C2 — 2) ... ( 1)]

[(CzXCz — 1)(C2 — 2) ... (1)] is called Cz factorial and is represented by Cz!
A =

CI[C2!]

or CI = [C2! ]]

We now have
Ymexcz
A
Y...
and C I = [Cz!1 Or Czc e-c z =
CI = Czc

A

[C2!1

giving Y,,, „x = r C2C2e Cz A with the qua ntity in brackets constant for ea ch Cz.
L

[Cz!1 J

The Developing Debate on
Line of Business Disclosure
By Andrew Barr*

T

HE REPORTING o f a c e r t a i n a m o u n t

of information by separate lines of
business has been required by the SEC
*Washington Ch a pt e r 1948. C P A ; Chief Acco un t a nt , Securiti es and E xchange Comm i ssion, Washi ngt on, D .C. Hol ds B.S. an d M.S.
de gree s fr om the Universi ty of Illinois. H a s
previ ousl y cont ri but e d t o M A N A G E M E N T ACCOUNTING.
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for many years. Since 1951 the principal Securities Act registration form
has contained a requirement for disclosure of the relative importance of
each product or service or class of similar products or services which contributed 15% or more of the total gross
volume of business. Similar requireMANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

ments are included in the form for
registration under the Securities Exchange Act and reports are required
with respect to material acquisitions and
changes in the character of the business.
Our accounting regulation applicable
under both acts also requires the separate reporting of gross sales and operating revenues if either of them exceeds
10% of their combined total.'
Rules governing consolidated financial statements provide in general that
principles of inclusion or exclusion shall
be followed which will clearly exhibit
the financial condition and results of
operations of the registrant and its subsidiaries. Under our rules, financial
statements of insurance companies and
bank holding companies may not be
filed on a consolidated basis except under very restricted conditions, and then
only if financial data for the subsidiary
companies are provided. Consolidated
statements for a company in the development stage are usually not appropriate. If any significant majority -owned
subsidiaries are omitted from consolidation, separate or group financial
statements for these and significant
50% owned companies must be filed.
The financial statements of finance
subsidiaries are often omitted from consolidation with its commercial or industrial parent and presented separately.
This results in a separation of finance
operations from the rest of the business
—a practice on which there is some
difference of opinion. We share the
belief that the equity method of reporting earnings of unconsolidated domestic subsidiaries, recently made mandatory under APB Opin ion No. 10 of
the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, results in more informative reporting of the full operations of th e business, thus avoiding a
' The Securities and Exchange Commission, as
a matter of policy, disclaims responsibility for
any priva te publication by any of its employees. The views expressed herein are those of
the author and do not necessarily reflect the
views of the Commission or of the author's
colleagues on the staff of the Commission.
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c o m b i n a t i o n o f d i ssi m i l a r o p e r a t i o n s.
T h e ra p i d g r o wt h of the m e r g e r
m o v e m e n t in re c e n t yea rs, pa r ti cu l a r ly
th e tr e nd t o wa rd di ve r si fi e d a c q u i si t io ns,
ha s fo c u se d a t t e nt i o n o n th e ne e d fo r
m o r e det a il ed re p o rt i n g o n th e o p e r a t i o n s o f t h e d i v e r si fi e d c o m p a n i e s.
I n 1 9 6 5 S e n a t o r Ph i li p A . H a r t ,
cha i rma n of a su bco mmit tee con du ct ing
he a r in g s2 on the concentration of eco-

nomic power, invited Chairman Cohen
to comment on a recommendation made
by a witness in the hearings that the
Securities Exchange Act be amended
to require that diversified corporations
disclose on a fuller basis than they do
now their sales and operating income
from different activities in which they
may be engaged.
In his reply3 the Chairman stated
that in his opinion the Commission
presently has the authority to require
more detailed disclosures of this nature,
and discussed several matters to be considered in extending our requirements
as summarized below:
1. The value of such information compared with the cost of obtaining
such information.
2. The reliability and meaningfulness
of such information in view of the
problems of joint -cost allocation.
3. The disclosure of information useful
to competitors.
4. The problems of rulemaking to elicit
useful information.
5. The liabilities imposed by the securities acts.
6. The tendency of corporations to
furnish voluntarily more useful information by product lines, a trend
which we believe should be encouraged.
Under our present requirements for a
description of business done by a diver' Published under the title Economic Concentration, Hearings before the Subcommittee on
Antitrust and Monopoly of the Committee of
the Judiciary, United States Senate, Eighty ninth Congress.
' Letter of June 4, 1965, and memorandum to
Senator Philip A. Hart, page 1069, Part 2,
Economic Concentration.
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sified company, we seek appropriate
disclosures where the contribution of a
line of products or services to sales and
revenues is not proportionate to the
contribution to earnings by that line.
We also consider whether other information of material importance in appraising the financial position, the operating results, or its future prospects
of a company may be obscured by consolidated financial statements. But we
do not int end by th is to min imize the
need for consolidated statements (see
Rule 14a -3 which emphasizes the need
for such statements).
An example of the type of additional
disclosure obtained under these rules is
a company's representation, in a 1965
registration statement, that the contribution of each of three specified activities to net earnings has varied substantially from year to year during the past
five years and is not necessarily related
to the sales volumes of the three activities. Occasionally an issuer has made
additional disclosures of diversified operations in filings with the SEC, but
usually they have been made in a most
general way.
In a speech in May 1966, the Chairman stated that the diversified enterprise, which was once considered unusual, has now become commonplace
yet there has been no significant change
in financial reporting requirements to
provide the kind of information needed
to evaluate the experiences and prospects of such companies. He noted that
there have been some voluntary improvements, particularly in the breakdowns of sales or revenues, and that
there is some precedent for extension
of our requirements in proposals introduced in the English Parliament. He
suggested that "we should be looking
toward a defined operating profit and
loss statement on a divisional basis as
the next objective beyond the breakdown of sales for the conglomerate
' Address before the Nineteenth Annual Conference of Financial Analysts Federation, published in The Journal of Accountancy, August
1966.
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"4
company. This approach gave recognition to the problems of diversified
reporting noted in the memorandum to
Senator Hart.
In subsequent testimony before Senator Hart's committee in September
1966, the Chairman commented on
these problems at some length. His discussions made the following points:
1. The basic question of what constitutes a division or line of products
for a conglomerate company. In
some cases there are no problems in
drawing the lines, but as the degree
of integration of operations increases
the problems become increasingly
difficult and further study will be required to develop any requirements
for breakdowns.
2. The lack of a satisfactory overall
definition of a line or products or
services and the fact that the unit
indicated on corporation organization charts will not always be acceptable. There may be serious problems in relating operations of a division to standardized codes such as
the Standard Industry Code. In some
cases a three -digit classification may
be too broad and in others it may
not be broad enough.e
3. The question of how important a
particular division must be in the
overall picture of a company before
separate earnings figures should be
required. A rule based on a percentage test might, in some cases, require
a smaller conglomerate company
to disclose the results of its operations in a certain line of business
while a larger company would not
I
See pages 1986 and 1987, Part 5, Economic

Concentration.

A pertinent comment on this problem was
made by Professor Adolph E. Grunewald of
Michigan State University in an article entitled "Computer Assisted Investment Analysis," which appeared in the Spring 1967 issue
of MSU Business Topics. It reads: "Stocks
have traditionally been classified by industry
and probably this system continues to be meaningful. However, with the growth of the large
enterprise encompassing many diverse operating divisions, the dividing lines between industries have become distinctly blurred. In both
the university and financial communities this
is being recognized and efforts are being made
to classify stocks in more meaningful ways."
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

have to disclose results for a similar
line that was as large or larger because it was not a significant part of
the overall business.
4. Other difficult problems relating to
the determination of the results of
operations for a line of business,
such as the segregation of sales when
many are intercompany, separation
of production costs when there are
by- products or joint facilities are
used, and the allocation or arbitrary
bases of costs of a general nature —
administration, research interest, etc.

functional areas, divisional activities,
etc.; the problem of cost allocation within a company; and, of course, the overriding question of the degree and type
of profit breakdown that will be most
useful to the investing public, but which
will not be harmful to the interests of
the company. There is a danger, however, that in the concentration on defining these nebulous terms we may lose
sight of the real problem of the ascertaining what is significant information
for diversified operations.

5. He also stressed that, in attempting
to get maximum disclosure, we must
be careful not to encourage disclosures which may mislead investors by
appearing to be more meaningful
than they really are.

The arguments we hear against disclosure of diversified operations are
similar to those that were made against
the disclosure of sales, cost of sales and
gross profits when rules under the 1933
and 1934 Acts were being developed
and implemented. With the passage of
time those fears proved to be groundless, and I believe that most, if not all,
of the fears today regarding additional
disclosures will also prove to be unfounded.

Up to this time professional literature
on this subject has been concerned primarily with internal management needs
and is not too helpful to us in considering the needs of investors. However, we
note a considerable increase in writings
on the subject, including quite a few
letters to the edit ors and to the Commission in which strong positions are
taken, both pro and con. We have consulted with business and professional
groups to develop information on which
to base our future course of action. We
expect the very comprehensive study
and survey being conducted under the
sponsorship of the Financial Executives
Institute, and in cooperation with other
sectors of the accounting, finance and
industrial community, to be most helpful. And, of course, we are interested
in the study by the National Association
of Accountants and the deliberations
of the Accounting Principles Board of
the AICPA.
We are hopeful that these studies will
shed some light on the whole range of
problems under consideration: The
problem of semantics arising from the
use of such terms as conglomerate, diversified, integrated, concentric; the
problem of distinctions between various
terms indicating a degree of diversity
such as line of business, product lines,
DECEMBER 1967

The extent to which management is
providing more details of its diversified
activities on a voluntary basis is most
encouraging. Chairman Cohen urged
this, as have leaders of industry and the
accounting profession.
We have noted considerable improvement in this reporting in the 1966 annual reports. Not only have more companies provided greater details of their
sales and revenues, but some have provided varying degrees of breakdowns of
profits for their diverse operations.
These innovations suggest that a great
deal can be accomplished on a voluntary
basis and in an evolutionary manner. To
the extent that this is so, our task will
be easier in the determination of the
need for rulemaking in this area of financial reporting. As I have indicated
in this paper we have not as yet developed additional criteria for line of
business reporting, an d we d o not expect to reach a conclusion until we have
had time to evaluate the results of the
studies and to consider all the com21

ments that are submitted to us.
Conclusion
To sum up, it appears that the ways
of presenting useful information on
diversified operations are about as diversified as the operations. The significant points seem to be that the sources

of income and their relative profitability,
particularly with respect to variations
in profitability, the variations from
expected returns from the type of operation engaged in and the general
prospects of the operation, such as
phasing -out or phasing -in, are matters
deserving of informative disclosure.

A Segmental Revenue Approach
By Ca l vi n L. W h i t b e e k'
considerable time discussing the most appropriate way
to cost inventories, but in many industries to price at cost is t o ignore economic facts. Our conservative doctrine
of not anticipating any gains but recognizing all known losses has made us
blind to generally accepted businesss
thinking.

W

E SPEND

Assume for a minute, if you will,
that you are not an accountant. Assume
that you have a small machine shop.
On the first day that the shop is opened
you get an order for a thousand gismos
from the Gis Corporation. The customer says ship them only when the
1,000 are completed. At the end of the
first month 500 are completed. The purchase order states that the customer will
*Battle Creek Chapter (Detroit 1959). CPA;
Partner in the firm of Collins & Whitbeck,

Battle Creek, Mich. Holds a B.S. degree from
Wayne State University.
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pay $10 each for these gismos. You, as
owner of this machine shop, have spent
$4,000 the first month for the materials
for the 500 gismos, utilities, rent, labor
and all other costs. Nothing as yet has
been done on the other 500.
How would you tally up the first
month's activity? Would you say that
under direct costing my inventory would
be so much, but my fixed costs cannot
be charged against anything thus I
have a loss equal to the costs not in
inventory. Or perhaps under full absorption costing you would say no gain
or loss was incurred. All expenses are
put into inventory.
Or would you tally up this way? Gis
Corporation will pay me $5,000 (500
x $10) for this month's production. My
total costs for the month are $4,000.
Since I have already incurred the selling
expense in obtaining this order in this
month, since this is a firm order without
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

likelihood of product obsolescence or
deterioration and since the items have
been manufactured this month, my gain
for the month is $1,000. To defer this
gain to the future would be to ignore
economic reality. Profit is made by
getting the order and by manufacturing
the product.
If the selling price is a highly unpredictable item, such as is often the
case in retailing, profit should not be
recognized until we have objective and
verifiable evidence of the sale. But how
about the original equipment auto parts
supplier? Before the beginning of the
model year he knows what his selling
price will be. What about the steel mill?
When they start rolling steel, don't they
know what that steel is going to sell
for? How many others can you name
where the selling price is virtually
locked in before production starts?
Should these industries be subject to
the same income determination rules as
the mercantile business? Or are we using
one set of rules for several different
games?
In NAA Research Report 37, a statement is made that "Under direct costing, periodic net income tends to follow
sales volume and is not affected by
changes in inventory of manufactured
goods."' Thus, the primary determinant of income is the sale, not production. But in many industries income is
made in production, not in sales. Further, the larger the spread between selling price and inventory value the larger
the distortion of periodic income.
On page 67 of this Research Report a
comment is made that "the flow of costs
and revenue varies, often substantially,
from period to period and the two
streams are frequently not synchronized." This lack of synchronization
has been created by us, by our insistence
on recognizing revenue when an item is
shipped and yet incurring costs in a
different period. Costs are incurred to
'Cu rre n t Application of Direct Costin g, N A A
Re se arch Re port 37, N at i onal Associat ion of
Accoun t ant s, N e w Y o r k , Ja n u a r y 1961, p. 81.
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generate revenue and revenue should be
recognized at the time that the cost is
incurred unless there is a reasonable
probability that the revenue would
never flow in.
Now let us look at how this method
might be put into actual practice. First,
it should be stressed that this method
would not be applicable to any concern
where product obsolescence or substantial price fluctuations are the rule, but
in organizations where there is a high
degree of price stability this method
could be quite appropriate. As is true
with any accounting system, each one
must be adapted to the company's peculiarities; but the following is suggested as a starting point.
Raw material would come into the
company at a standard price; giving
immediate recognition to any price
variance. Material would then move
through all operations and into the finished stage at standard (minus any
scrap) .
This is done for two reasons; the first
being expediency and the second is that
profit is generated by processing this
material, and the material by itself does
not create profit. Any additional profit
made by exceptionally good purchasing
would show up as a favorable material
price variance. Therefore, increments
of profit are not added to material. Increments of profit are added to labor
and burden and become a factor which
we will call the segmental revenue factor. The segmental revenue factor is
equal to standard labor, burden and
profit on an individual part basis.
The best way to establish the segmental revenue factor would be to establish what would have to be paid for
the part at each stage of operation. For
example, assume we are building a gear
for a machine. To compute the segmental revenue factor in the forging
department of this gear company, we
need to know the cost of the forging if
purchased outside of the company
( $1.52) and the cost of the raw steel
in the forging ($.50). Subtracting the
23

$.50 from the $1.52 gives us the segmental revenue factor for this particular forging in the forging department,
$1.02. The $.50 material component
travels through inventory at cost.
As you will note, this approach would
very easily lend itself to departmental
profit and loss statements since all of
the segmental revenue factors could be
accumulated and compared with all
charges to the department to see what
any one department earned or lost. This
approach would also provide on a continuing basis information for making
make -or -buy decisions.
In some businesses with a proportionately high number of parts and departments, the procuring of individual
prices for each part by department may
not be practicable. In this case expediency might dictate that profit be allocated to departments in proportion to
standard cost. For example:
Product A material cost is $1.00
Operation I standard labor
and burden
Operation 2 standard labor
and burden
Operation 3 standard labor
and burden
Operation 4 standard labor
and burden

$ .50
1.00
2.00
1.50
$5.00

If the selling price is $11.00, a gross
profit of $5.00 would be the result.
Therefore, the gross profit added to
standard labor and burden would be
100 %, which would give us the following segmental revenue factors:
Operation 1 ($.50 + 100% of
$.50)
Operation 2
Operation 3
Operation 4

$1.00
2.00
4.00
3.00
$10.00

Under this approach the segmental
revenue factors would only be as good
as the standard costs. Assuming that the
standards were reasonably reliable, departmental income statements could be
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easily prepared by matching the accumulated segmental revenue factors
against accrued labor and burden for
the department.
The accumulated segmental revenue
would be credited to an absorbed account (similar to that done in some
standard cost systems now) and charged
to inventory. At time of sale, inventory
would be credited and standard sales
account would be charged at the standard sales price. At the same time accounts receivable would be charged and
sales credited at the actual price.
The difference between sales at actual
and sales at standard would be due to
special discounts, allowances or perhaps
to billing errors which might be disclosed in the variance. Incidentally, a
comparison of product sales with product costs often discloses billing errors,
but a comparison of actual sales by
product with standard sales by product
would be even more effective in the
detection of billing errors. In any event,
any substantial variance would be a red
flag to management, requiring investigation.
Since this method is not acceptable
for certified statements, at year -end the
inventory would have to be written
down to approximate cost. This should
not be a major problem since we will
have actual cost and segmental revenue
relationships established and in many
cases standard costs will also be available.
Summary
In summary, then, pricing the inventory at selling price would not be appropriate to all businesses, but for
businesses where the sale is essentially
completed before the item is manufactured and where mos t of t he profit is
properly attributed to the manufacturing
operation, pricing the inventory at selling price should be considered. Financial statements analogous to production economic thinking will be the product,
with better billing control and departmental statements as by- products.
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

Is There an Optimum Verification Cycle
of Property Records?
B y P H I LI P W . K AY
an d ROB ERT O. WAG NER
maintain a record
of their properties. The larger
the company the greater is the problem
of maintaining continuous property
records because of volume and the inability of any one individual to have
firsthand knowledge of the existence
and location of all of the plant and
equipment.

M

OST COMPANIES

The Accuracy of the Records
The accuracy of the records can usually be verified by comparing them with
an actual physical inventory or by comparing them with the operating records
which have been produced independently. If the records are to be reliable,

it is incumbent on the company to
maintain their accuracy within a certain
predetermined or agreed upon tolerance.
To satisfy this requirement, and to suggest a method of handling it econmically, is the purpose of this paper.
The need of physical inventory can
be set forth in two questions, as follows:
1. Qualitatively speaking, how much
error is tolerable in a property record
without disturbing its integrity?
2. Quantitatively speaking, what is the
cost of an inaccurate property record
and how costly would it be to maintain a level of accuracy below a
tolerable percentage of error?
It is easier to answer the second question first; however, this question must
be translated into alternative courses of
action from which the economic choice

PHILIP W. KAY is an Eng ine ering An alyst, Plan t Acc oun tin g De p t., The Detro it Ediso n Co mp a n y, Detro it, Mic h . Mr.
Kay ho ld s B.E.E. an d M.B.A. d egrees from th e University of
Detroit, Detro it, Mich.

RO B E R T O . W AG N E R , Oakland Chapter (Detroit 1952),
is the Supervisor of Plant Accounting Dept., Th e Detroit
Ed iso n Compa n y, De tro it, Mic h . Mr. Wa gn e r ho lds a B.E.E.
de g re e from Re n sse la e r Poly tec h nic In stitu te, Tro y, N.Y.
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may be selected. The economic choice
may be measured by comparing daily,
monthly, annual or total costs of each
alternative. After identifying the economic choice, a qualitative analysis
should be made of the alternatives to
select the solution or decision most appropriate to the person or company
under the current circumstances.
The second question, quantitative accuracy, posed earlier, can be restated as
two alternatives:
1. Inventory the equipment and correct
the records.
2. Do not inventory the equipment and
hence do not correct the records.
The Least -Cost Alternative
Following the earlier reasoning we
must identify the least costly alternative. Before this can be done, it is necessary to examine the uses to which the
property record may be put and, in so
doing, determine if an inaccurate record
may affect cost.
In many companies these records are
used to establish value for ad valorem
taxes and insurance. In these companies,
if the record is understated, taxes will
be avoided and, if overstated, taxes will
be overpaid. (The same may be true of
insurance premiums.)
There may be other consequences
arising from honest but nonpermissible
avoidance of taxes or insufficient insurance coverage, but the least costly alternative may first be selected and the
other consequences would be considered in the qualitative analysis. Of
course, if there were direct knowledge
that the record is understated and this
understatement is causing an avoidance
of taxes, a company is morally obligated
to correct this condition. Nevertheless,
the least costly alternative is to not inventory the record and the decision to
inventory is a qualitative consideration.
On the other hand, if the record is
overstated, the least costly alternative is
not so easily determined. Several factors
must be estimated and a number of
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alternatives are present. The factors to
be estimated are: How much error is in
the record? How much will it cost to
inventory the equipment? Over what
period of time should the inventory be
conducted? Is it practical to conduct a
sample inventory and write off cost by
means of the sample?
How much error is in the record?
This problem can be resolved by a small
sample inventory of all items or a complete inventory of one kind of item. The
sample taken may not be large enough
to provide accuracy within the desired
tolerance, but may be la rge enough to
indicate approximately what error may
be in the record. The record may have
been previously inventoried, in which
case, the amount of error found previously could serve as an estimate of current error by assuming that the error
occurs, as a percent of the total, equally
each year. If neither of the above suggestions are satisfactory, it is possible
to assume a maximum and minimum
error existing in the current record.
How much will it cost to inventory
the equipment? The cost to inventory
the equipment requires that the method
of inventory be established. Obviously,
a complete inventory will be more
costly than a relatively small sample.
In any event, the cost should be determinable within a reasonable tolerance.
Over what period of time should the
inventory be conducted? A large inventory may be conducted over several
years. In this case the error in the portion of the record not yet inventoried
will probably increase beyond the estimate of the error currently in the record
in an amount equal to the p roduct of
the number of years before inventory in
the portion not inventoried and the
annual error introduced in that portion
of the record.
Is it practical to conduct a sample
inventory and write off cost by means
of this sample? If the population of like
items is sufficiently large, it is possible
to determine the size of sample necesMANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

sary to produce an inventory within a
certain tolerance and therefore such a
sample inventory may well be feasible.
Many property records are maintained
on a specific inventory basis, i.e., the
equipment is serially numbered or equipment is identified as to location. In these
cases a sample inventory may give an
indication as to the accuracy of the
record, but would not lend itself to
correcting the record as it applied to
each specific item.
What is the annual error introduced
into the record? This estimate can be
calculated by assuming that the estimated error now in the record occurred
on an equal dollar basis or an equal percentage between two inventories or
from the origin of the record to date.
The reader is reminded that, for the
evaluation to be proposed, these estimates are meaningful only if the record
is overstated and only if overstatement
of the record affects expenses such as
ad valorem taxes or insurance.
Overstatement in property records
arises from the fact that there is more
economic incentive to control additions
than there is to control removals. It
usually occurs where capitalization of
items are more closely controlled because of cost control on installation
costs or where there is close policing of
acquisitions.
In records where items capitalized
can also be easily expensed, it is not
so easy to differentiate between overstatement and understatement. In this
case a small sample inventory is about
the only way to indicate the current
status.
The Tax Savings for
Various Cycle Lengths
Once all of the estimates have been
made and assuming that these estimates
indicate that the property record is
' If the record is understated, it is not possible
to determine an optimum cycle of inventory
since no calculable savings can be determined.
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overstated', it is possible to utilize a
formula to determine the inventory cycle
which will maximize property tax savings (or insurance premiums). This
formula is:
NET -CiK
Savings = iK (K--1)
where:
E = Annual error
T = Annual ad valorem tax (and /or Insurance premium) as a % of investment
N = Cycle length in years
i = Cost of money
K= 1 + i
C = Inventory cost
This formula is derived from a basic
formula which is: Present worth of net
tax (and /or insurance) savings equals
present worth of the difference between
ad valorem taxes (and /or insurance
premiums) paid fr om yea r zero to infinity if inventories were never conducted and, if inventories were conducted N years apart; less the present
worth of the cost to inventory at the
end of each cycle?
When substituting values into this
formula for various cycle lengths, the
savings will increase to a point of maximum savings, after which they will decrease. An example of this is shown in
Chart 1.
For the above example, the ratio of
cost to inventory to annual error is 5 to
1.5 or 3.33 to 1. It can be shown that for
this ratio and with a cost of money of
6 %, the maximum savings will occur
at a cycle of 23 years. Utilizing this
fact, curves producing maximum savings
and the optimum cycle may be plotted
against the ratio of cost to inventory to
annual error assuming a fixed cost of
money and tax percentage. Such curves
are shown on Charts 2 and 3.
To use Chart 3, assume the optimum
'The derivation of the formula is shown in the
appendix.
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inventory cycle of 23 years. Then the
ratio of the savings to cost to inventory
is 0.4. In other words, if the cost to inventory is $500,000 the present worth
of the saving is approximately $200,000.
Charts 2 and 3 ar e for 6 % cost of
money a nd ta x of 2 %. Cha rts 4 throu gh
9 s h o w c u r v e s fo r c o s t s o f m o n e y o f 6 ,

8, 10 and 12 percent with tax and /or
insurance of 1, 2 and 3 percent.
By examining the above charts, one
can reach several conclusions. For example, Chart 1 shows that the S a V i n g S
drop off rapidly as the inventory cycle
becomes shorter than the optimum cycle.
Th e r e f o r e , i t i s b e t t e r t o i n v e n t o r y o n a
cycle slightly longer than the optimum
rather than on a shorter cycle.
The reader should be aware of the
fact that the savings shown represent
the present worth of savings at a point
in time when there is assumed to be no
error in the record. At some later date
the savings to be realized are greater
than the amount indicated on the curve
because nothing can be done about the
taxes paid In the past on an overstated
record. Nevert heless, the method used
to determine the optimum cycle and
savings when there is zero error in the
record is the most straightforward approach. If the existing error in the record at the time of study is sufficiently
large it would be wise to inventory
sooner than the optimum cycle, after
which a new cycle may be computed.
If the annual error is relatively high
in relation to the cost to inventory, it is
apparent from Chart 2 that it would be
wise to inventory often.
It may be that the accumulated error
(E x N) related to the investment in the
account may exceed the tolerance for
error. In this case it would certainly be
wise to review the tolerance for error
or take steps to reduce N without redu c i n g sa vi ngs a p pr ec i a b ly . E x a m i n a tion of th e cu rv es sh o ws tha t re d u ci n g
N c a n b e a c c o m p l i sh e d b y r e d u c i n g t h e

cost of inventory.
These and other observations may be
helpful in influencing the decision o f
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APPENDIX

B

—

Present worth of
taxes if an inventory
is conducted every
Nth year to infinity

—

A

=

Net Saving

de ri ve d a s m e n t i o n e d fr o m th e ba sic
equ ation:
Present worth of
the cost to inventory a t the end of
each cycle (N years
apart to infinity)

—

Present worth of ad
valorem taxes and /or
insurance paid from
year zero to infinity
if an inventory is
never conducted

=

Present worth of
net tax and /or
insurance saving

—

T h e d e r i v a t i o n o f t h e f o r m u l a f o r sa v ings sh o wn i n t h e b o d y o f t h i s p a p e r i s

D

SOLVE FOR (A)
PRESENT WORTH OF THE Ad Valorem TAXES T O INFINrrY IF
AN INVENTORY Is NEVER CONDUCTED
Let E
T
N
i
K
C
x
A

Let Y

= Annu a l error
= Tax (a nd /or insurance) rate related to investment
= Cycle length
= Cost of money
= I +i
= Cost to inventory
= Any yea r
x i ] This equation assumes a delay of
x— 1
= ET [ K12 + K23 } 3
one year before tax saving arises
KK -+
from Inventory.

K2

Ka
Ka+...+x K ='

K3

=

+

Mu ltiply both sides by K:
K2

YK

=K++ K

3 + ... +

11 +
K=
K=-

(2)

Subtract (1) from (2)
I

+

I

+ ... +

j{:—

Y ( K - 1 ) = Yi

=K+

Yi +

= I + 1 + 1 + ... +1

x
Kx +I

K

K2

K3

Multiply both sides by K
Y i + K x ] — I + K + II - + . . . +
K

L
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[t:

x
K +I
(3)

jtl -I -I

(4)
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Subtract (3) from (4)
(K — 1) Yi + K= ►

—1

but K — I = i, then :r
YI + x+►
i
K
L

Kx 1

Yi = i

Kx

Kx 1

l
J

:K=
_ 1
K-+1

Y

iz [ : K=
_ 11

i K x+1
+(

Substituting the value of Y back in the original equation
A = ET I KPK=
x - 1 — iKx- +' 1J

Le t x = co, then
A =Ez

S O L V E F O R ( B)
PR E SE N T W O R TH O F TA XE S I F AN I NV E N TO R Y
I S C O N D U C TE D E V E R Y N TH Y E A R TO I N F I N I TY

From the deriva tion of A a bove let x = N which will be the present worth of one cycle of
taxes for N years:
r
PW of one cycle = ET
B = E T Lr K2NK_x 1

—1 — N
rKxi2Kx
iKN

iKx +I lJ L
r1

+I

KN + K2N + . . .

h K(x1 uN

' KxN

Let Y = 1 + g N + K2N + . . . + K (-- ')N + :KKN

(5)

Divide by Kx
I x = K x + Z x + K 3N

(6)

C

. . .

+Kar +

K (: +i>N

Su btra ct (6) from (S)
Y — K N = 1 — K( +i>N
Let x = -o
_
Kx
Kx - 1
Y

Substituting the value of Y back in the original equation
B = E T I Kx - 1 — N 1 r Kx l
EI
i2Kx
iKx +l J L Kx — 1J
L iz
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iK(Kx — 1) J
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SOLV E F OR (D)
P R E S E N T W O R TH O F COSr To I N V E N TO R Y
A T TH E E N D O F YE A R N F O R E A C H C Y C L E T O I N F I N I TY

PW of cost to inventory
ry =K N
D =

K N

L1 }

K N

+KiN�

... } Kt ' u N +K:NJ

Let Y = 1 + K N + K a N + . . . + K 1 1

+ K I
1 )N

N

From previous derivation when x = o0
KN
Y _ KN -1
C
D __ KN:

Net tax saving

KN
KN - 1

(A)
= ET — E T N2

_
Net tax saving

C
KN —1

(B)
iK(KN — 1) J

(D)
KNC 1

NET
_
C
iK(KN — 1)
KN — 1

= NET — CiK
iK(KN — 1)

The Staff Responsibility of the MIS Analyst
B y t e e C . R a n e y*

I

T WOULD SE E M that a first considera-

tion in approaching an information
system would be to have some logical
and practical way at arriving at what
information is needed.
One approach used is to simply inquire of the manager as to what he
feels is needed. This approach places
the analyst in a position of being an
order filler. The problem is the outcome
*Manager of Systems Development, Sunray
D -X Oil Company, Tulsa, Okla. B.S.I.E. degree
from Oklahoma State University, Stillwater,
Okla. and an M.S.I.E. degree from the University of Missouri.
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will be an assortment of reports going
to managers throughout the company
inconsistent in concept, overlapping or
void in information content for the
responsibility structure of the company.
A second approach is to build a data
base containing information raw material to assemble on demand information needed by individual managers.
This approach suggests attempting to
second -guess the needs of management.
It has the problems of the first approach
plus the additional burden of attempting
to establish what data is to be stored as
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

well as the demand and the level of data
detail needed before the needs of management are determined.
Both approaches mentioned suggest
filling orders either on a case by case
basis or by providing a data warehouse.
Neither suggests getting into the problem as an advisor and counselor with
the manager on determining his real
information needs.
To develop an integrated management
information system, the company must
have an integrated management philosophy by which to guide and control
the decision making processes through
all levels of management. The systems
analyst must be knowledgeable of this
philosophy and become an instrument
through which top management can
mold into place how the business is to
be viewed and what the responsibilities
and objectives of each manager are to
be. By filling this staff role, the analyst
can guide the information system into
place manager by manager and can
avoid the pitfalls of being an order filler
or second - guesser. Of course, this suggests a top management that recognizes
this need and opportunity; a management that communicates freely to the
systems analyst having MIS responsibility, and quickly resolves responsibility
and decision area issues as they emerge.
Understanding the Operating
Manager's Needs
To carry out this staff role the analyst
must become knowledgeable of the
problems of the operating manager and
what basically he's trying to accomplish
in carrying out his responsibilities. The
principal task of the manager is one of
allocating or re- allocating the resources
available to him to increase the productivity of his area of responsibility. To
accomplish this he has two primary
information system needs.
First, he must have a meaningful abstract interpretation of the productivity
of his operations based on the present
distribution of his resources. (I say abDECEMBER 1967

stract because most managers other than
front -line supervisors necessarily deal
with reports or other communications
media rather than directly observing
the business performance at the customer and vendor level.) This interpretation must not only inform him on
current performance but also indicate
the logical outcome of continuing the
present resource distribution in view
of the environmental conditions and
trends affecting his operations.
The system must present to the manager information about his operations
that will lead him to early and effective
decisions on new courses of action
where needed. Here is where information systems of the past have been slipping in their value. They have been
serviced primarily by the accounting
system which necessarily deals with the
historical economic events of the company.
The first need, then, is to provide the
manager with a system that tells him
where he is and where he is probably
going to end up, based on the current
distribution of his resources. A reshuffling of the accounting numbers
along responsibility and incremental
cash flow lines will help, but will fall
short of t he mark unless they project
into the future consistent with the planning responsibilities of the manager.
Second, the manager must have a
system by which to plan and communicate the allocation of his resources to
increase his productivity. Regardless of
how the new allocation is achieved, the
allocation must be communicated in the
form of plans and instructions, and it
becomes a systems problem to provide
the media to accomplish this. Allocation plans must be translated into measurable values and communicated to
those having more detailed management
responsibilities for implementing the
allocation plan.
Once the plan has been communicated then there must be a system to
communicate back to the manager
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whether resource allocation compliance
is being achieved. This is the control
element of the allocation system and is
the means by which the manager is
assured that his plans and instructions
are in fact being implemented. He must
have this assurance otherwise he will
not be able to relate changes in operational performance to any action on his
part. It is the basic cause and effect
relationship for which he is striving.
By developing an understanding of
how the above process fits any single
manager's situation, the systems analyst
begins to strengthen his ability to design
an information system that meets the
manager's real needs. As the same needs
hold true for any manager regardless of
level, the analyst can see the relationship among managers and the possible
development of an integrated management information system begins to look
practical.
Procedures for Determining
Information Needs
The establishing of the staff role allows a practical approach to building
an MIS to be developed. A management information system must begin at
the top of the organization because
responsibilities, philosophy and instructions flow downward. To begin anywhere else is to put the analyst in the
precarious position of trying to second guess the real responsibilities and instructions under which a manager is
operating.
In starting at the top, some selection
of management positions must occur.
In most organizations certain positions
are more key than others. If needed,
certain economic criteria can be structured to assist; however, in most instances the chairman, president or other
key officers know where the needs are
greatest.
An important consideration is not to
start on all the positions at once; select
one or two. This is the first step in keeping the project scoped down and manageable. Too many information systems
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have bogged down because too much
was tackled.
Once a management position has
been selected, the first need is to determine the instructions and responsibilities under which the manager is operating. Until this is resolved nothing fruitful
can be accomplished.
The next step is to determine the
planning problems the manager must
solve to carry out his assignment. All
his primary planning problems should
be delineated and priorities set in order
of importance.
Here another scoping down step must
be taken. The top one or two planning
problems should be selected. If the analyst tries to tackle them all, he will probably not solve any of them.
After the key planning problems have
been identified, the analyst determines
what information the manager needs to
carry out his planning and control responsibility. As each planning and control system is constructed, it will necessarily draw on deta il data from lower
echelons of the organization. This
should not alarm lower levels of management that may temporarily not receive direct benefits from the gathering
and processing of such data. If the
planning problem was important enough
to receive higher level attention, it's almost certain to receive attention at the
lower levels. At the time lower level
planning needs are examined, the flow
of data servicing the higher level need
can be tapped for these purposes.
Conclusion
It has been the objective of this paper
to convince the reader that the focal
point of a successful management information system is understanding the
company's planning and control responsibilities and becoming involved in the
staff role of aiding top management in
the proper delineation of these responsibilities to individual managers. Once
this understanding is acquired, the evolution of an integrated and efficient
information system is possible.
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Standard Cost System for a Foundry
By G EO RG E A. B ACRTELL
the most important areas for
good cost accounting procedures
for many manufacturing concerns is in
the foundry operations.
In our company the various raw materials needed for manufacturing grey
iron castings, nickel alloy castings or
bronze castings are brought together in
a cupola or electrical furnace. The castings we manufacture range in weight
from a fraction of a pound to hundreds
of pounds each. Naturally, such a variation requires many types of patterns,
with pattern plates containing from one
to twenty -four molds.
We stack our flasks, and our manufacturing procedures are such that we
can pour molten metal directly into a
stack of ten or twelve flasks high and
with the proper channeling have the
molten metal spread out to the various
castings at each level. This arrangement
permits mass production of our castings, but it does involve some problems
in determining the cost for a particular
casting.
When determining the standard cost
for the metal entering into a casting, we
begin with our metallurgist. He is

O
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charged with the responsibility of determining the lowest cost mix of materials needed to give the required
analysis to the castings produced.
We use approximately fifty different
mixes of metals for the production of
grey iron or nickel alloy castings and
approximately fifteen different mixes
for the production of our bronze alloy
castings. Naturally, the requirement of
the final product determines the mix
that will be used. Our procurement department furnishes us with the cost of
the various metals and alloys, which is
the basis for setting the standard cost
applicable to our raw materials.
The Standard Metal Cost
After we have obtained the information from our purchasing department
and also the various mix combinations
for ou r metals, we then proceed with
the determination of our standard
molten metal cost.
Exhibit 1 shows the make -up of our
K -10 mix which is melted in our cupola
melting cost center. You will note we
do not consider the pounds applicable
to coke, limestone and fluorspar which
are purifying agents. The cost of these
purifying agents, however, is included
in the overall total cost for the mix in

GEORGE A. BACHTELL, Baltimore Ch a pte r 1 9 56 , is Assistant Treasurer of Koppers Co ., Inc., Metal Products
Division, Baltimore, Md . Mr. Bachtell has been with the
comp any since 1948 in various mana gement accounting
cap ac itie s. He ho ld s a B.S. d egree fro m Jo hn s Ho pk in s Un iversity, Baltimore , Md.
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Standard K -10 Metal Cost
Cupola Molten Metal Cost Center

Cost per
Pound

Raw
material
cost

323

$ .0323

$ 10.43

42

.0444

1.86

588

.0280

16.46

36

.0179

.64

Chrome

2

.1248

.25

Fe phos.

1

.0941

.09

Fe manganese

1

.0863

.09

70% lump Fe Si

2

.0742

.15

80% Fe Si

2

.1368

.27

Mexalloy graphite

3

.0750

.23

Pounds

Description of Material
Pig iron - cupola
Pig iron - silvery
K -iron returns

(130 lbs.)

Flourspar

( 10 lbs.)

.30
.24
1,000

Total
Less:

Chills

Less:

Melt loss

(

200)
50
750

Material standard cost per 1,000 lbs.

$ 35.21
(

5.60)

-

Limestone

4.20

-

(200 lbs.)

-

Coke

-

Steel briquettes

29.61
39.48

Additional cost
Labor & overhead charges to melt 1,000 lbs.
Total standard cost of 1,000 lbs.

25.33
64.81

EXHIBIT 1
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arriving at our standard raw material .
cost per pound. The weight of the purifying agent is not considered as such
does not become an integral part of the
weight of the castings produced.
In order for us to determine a standard cost per pound for the metal poured
into stacks, we must give recognition to
two factors. One of these factors is what
is known in foundry parlance as "chills."
This term refers to the metal that is
poured into "pigs" as a result of being
unable to use a full charge of a particular mix analysis. The value of the
"chills" is credited to the cost in determining the net cost per pound. We
place the same value on these "chills"
as we do on returns such as sprues,
gates and risers which are separated
from the casting produced.
We have two methods for determining the standard value of returns, depending upon the availability of the
same type of metal from scrap suppliers.
If it is a common type metal involved,
we use the price we would be paid if
we decided to sell the returns to a scrap
dealer rather than remelt it. If, on the
other hand, the returns consist of an
expensive type metal such as bronze or
some other high cost alloy, we use the
raw material cost less the cost of the
alloys needed to bring the returns to
the particular metal analysis required
in our castings.
The other item considered in determining the standard cost per pound
is the melt loss. This loss occurs between
the time the metal is charged into the
cupola or electric furnace and the time
it is poured into the molds. Some examples that give rise to such losses are
the removal of impurities, spillages and
the escape of metal particles out the
cupola stack.
Our historical experience is the basis
for the "chill" percentage factor and the
"loss" factor that we use in the determination of our standard cost per
pound. After recognition is given to
DECEMBER1967

tnese items, we are then in a position
to arrive at a standard cost per thousand
pounds for metal poured. Naturally, we
must add to this cost the labor and other
overhead charges, such as repair and
maintenance to the equipment, fringe
benefits, taxes, etc., applicable to the
melting cost center in order to arrive at
the overall total cost.
It is our practice to request budgets
from our foundry superintendent as to
the expected cost in these areas during
the subsequent year based on the programmed sales translated into foundry
production. In t he subject exhibit you
will note the total cost of manufacturing
K -10 castings is $39.48 for raw material
and $25.33 for labor and ove rhead to
melt per thousand pounds, or overall
cost of $64.81.
The Cost at the Various Yields
In any foundry operation, another
factor that must be considered in determining the cost of good castings produced is the yield obtained from a
charge. Since we have such a variety of
weights and sizes of castings, we have
prepared a chart showing the cost per
pound at the various yields in 5% increments. Exhibit 2 shows this information for K -10 metal and K -20 metal.
In our operations, the yield varies
depending on the size and weight of the
casting being manufactured. The smaller
the casting, the lower the yield, as most
of the metal that is poured into the
stack becomes gates, sprues and risers
rather than the casting itself.
Consequently, as the yield decreases,
the cost per pound increases. For example you will note on Exhibit 2 that a
10% yield shows a raw material cost of
.143 per pound and labor and overhead
cost to mel t of .253 per pound. If we
pour 100 pounds of molten metal into a
stack under such conditions, we would
end up with 10 pounds of good castings
and the balance would be considered
returns.
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K -10 & K- 2 0
Molten Metal Costs per Pound at Various Yields

K- 2 0
Labor & overhead
to melt

K -10
Labor & overhead
to melt

5

.2 58

.507

.167

.507

10

.1 43

.2 53

.0 98

.2 53

15

.1 05

.1 6 9

.074

.1 69

20

.085

.127

.0 6 3

.1 27

25

.074

.101

.0 56

.101

30

.0 66

.084

.051

.084

35

.061

.072

.048

.0 72

40

.057

.0 63

.0 45

.0 63

45

.0 54

.0 56

.0 43

.0 5 6

50

.051

.051

.0 42

.051

55

.0 49

.0 4 6

.041

.0 46

60

.047

.0 42

.0 4 0

.0 42

65

.0 46

.0 3 9

.0 3 9

.0 3 9

70

.0 44

.0 3 6

.0 3 8

.0 36

75

.0 43

.034

.037

.034

80

.0 42

.0 32

.037

.0 32

85

.0 42

.030

.0 3 6

.0 30

90

.041

.0 28

.0 3 6

.0 28

95

.040

.027

.0 3 5

.027

100

.0 39

.0 25

.0 35

.0 25

%

Raw mat'1

of yield

Raw mat'l

EXHIBIT 2

The method of determining the cost
per pound at 10% yield is as follows:
Cost per 1,000 lbs. per Exhibit I
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Raw material cost
Labor & overhead to melt

$39.48
25.33

Total

$64.81

MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

Less: 900 lbs. returns
@ .028
Cost applicable to 100 lbs.

(25.20)
$39.61

The $39.61 is broken down as follows
on a per pound basis:
$3948
Raw material cost
(•2520)
Less: Returns

it is reviewed for accuracy before being
submitted to the EDP department for
key punching.
The various production orders are
key punched along with the applicable
information such as quantity of good
castings produced, quantity scrapped
and sketch number. Our EDP depart -

.1428*
Net ma teria l cost
La bor & overhea d to melt
.2533*
*Rou nded off to three pla ces on Exhibit 2.
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Reporting
The foundry production is reported
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Foundry Manufacturing Cost Statement

Casting
metal type

Standard
cost to
manufacture

Centrifugal

$ 12,864

Grey iron
Bronze
Ni - Resi s t
Total

Scrap
$

VARIANCES
Direct
Mfg
labor
overhead

Scrap
recovery

$(

16 )

$

209

Tot al
variance
$

Actual
cost

247

$(

28)

83,322

5,697

(

69 9)

1,633

4,4 31

8,318

26

(

759)

1

58

11,023

29 2

(

50)

52

249

543

11,566

$115,527

$6,262

$(1,536)

$ 1,670

$4,947

$11,343

$126,870

$

$

749

$ 1,555

$ 18,634

(

412

$ 13,276

11, 062

94, 384

67 4)

7,6 44

m

� 1
W

DISTRIBUTION OF ABOVE COST
AND VARIANCES TO PRODUCTS

N
re
s
In
R
N
M
4

a
C2
C2
0

c
yz
Z

A

Product A

$ 17,079

$1,308

$(

720)

Product B

35,238

2,018

(

235)

434

1,338

3,555

38,793

Product C

30,105

1,513

(

19 0)

381

1,107

2,811

32,916

Product D

12,082

590

(

249)

290

712

1,343

13,425

Product E

21,023

833

(

14 2)

347

1,041

2,079

23,102

1115,527

$6,262

$ 1,670

$4,947

$11,343

$126,870

Total

$(1,536)
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ment then matches the sketch number
against the master file which it maintains which shows the yield percentage
for the casting, the weight and other
pertinent information.
A casting report listing is then made
by the EDP d epartment pe r Exhibit 3
which enables us to obtain the standard
cost of the metal for the castings produced during the period. This inforn►ation also serves as the basis for determining the standard costs of our
material and labor, and other costs
which are later used in preparing our
molten metal statement where we show
our standard vs. our actual cost for the
period. The table below is an example
of the molten metal manufacturing cost
statement:
MOLTEN METAL MANUFACTURING
COST STATEMENT
CUPOLA MELTING COST CENTER
MATERIAL COST

(

$

Actual pounds charged
11000,000
Less: Chills
200,000
Less: Metal loss
50,000
Gross weight of metal poured ^ %50,0("0
350,000
Less: Returns
Weight of castings produced
400,000
Material cost — actual
22,000
24,000
Material cost — standard
2,000)
Material variance
Actual material cost
.055
per pound
Standard material cost
per pound
.060
LABOR & BURDEN TO MELT

Actual labor & overhead
$
Standard labor & overhead
Labor & overhead variance
Actual cost per pound
Standard cost per pound
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20,000

18,000
2,000

.050
.045

The other major operations in the
foundry are the molding, shakeout and
inspection. These operations are also on
standard cost and the basis for setting
the standards is the time studies that are
made by our time study department.
We are able to present an efficiency
report on our various foundry personnel
on a daily basis, which shows the efficiency of each man based on the standard that is assigned to the operation.
As mentioned earlier, we maintain a
master file of all the pertinent information on each casting manufactured. On
this file, we have the total cost of manufacturing a casting in the foundry.
Once we obtain a reporting by casting sketch number, order number, quantity good castings produced and quantity
castings scrapped, it is an easy matter
to determine the value of the good castings produced and the value of the
scrapped castings. Exhibit 4 is an example of this report.
This foundry production report which
we receive from ou r E DP department
is also the basis for our foundry manufacturing cost statement per Exhibit 5.
Summary
The metal costs procedures and other
foundry operational costs procedures
explained in the foregoing have furnished us with what we consider excellent control over our foundry operation.
We believe we recognize as equitably as
possible every item of cost that enters
into our casting manufacture. This
sound material cost basis is used in
building up our total overall costs of a
finished product for setting competitive
selling prices.
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Sustaining Error -Free Performance
B y LEO NA RD F . M CELWEE

E

XPERIENCE SHOWS that plans of ac-

tion, such as improvement programs, tend to reach a peak, only to fall
away sharply to little or no usefulness.
Error Free Performance, as well as all
other cost and expense improvement
programs, will decline in effectiveness
and be of short duration without continuing forceful direction and administration.
With the introduction of Error Free
Performance in the Aerospace Electrical Division, a bold new dimension
in quality standards was introduced that
is both provocative and challenging. As
a new standard of excellence, Error
Free Performance crosses the broad
spectrum of quality, performance and
reliability in its applications and implementation. Error Free Performance is
based on the theory that each employee
has the basic desire to take a crafts manshiplike pride in his job. Given the
opportunity and proper motivational
climate he is eager to, and capable of,
making a significant contribution to the
goal of total quality.
The philosophy and plans expressed
in this article are presented in the belief
that adherence will bring about achievements in "total" cost and expense im-

provements —not merely error free performance oriented changes. Within this
framework and in the spirit of these
convictions, a study has been completed
on basic fundamental needs to maintain
a high degree of proficiency for optimum results in cost improvements by
management and non - management employees. Fundamental in acknowledgement of this philosophy and subsequent
actions for achievements are:
1. A need exists for greater involvement by all employees in efforts for
financial improvements.
2. Every employee needs continuous
motivation.
3. Change occurs only by stimulus.
4. Continuous devotion to creative action by every member of management is the means to complete effectiveness.
5. Firm direction and thorough administration of responsibilities by every
member of management.
6. Adequate reporting procedures for
evaluation of performance.
7. Rewarding —which may be done in
many ways —for fulfillment of responsibilities and meeting goals.
Anatomy of an Error
Error Free Performance calls for a
change, for a shift of emphasis from detection of errors to prevention of errors.
Errors stem from a lack of knowledge,

LEONARD F. MCELWEE, Lima Chapter 1961, is Manager,
Manage ment Programs, Ae rospac e Elec trica l Division, Westin gh ou se Elec tric Co rp ., Lima , Oh io. Mr. Mc Elwe e rec eive d
his B.S. degree from Bowling Green State University, Bowling
Green, Oh io . A previous contributor to MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, Mr. Mc Elwe e is the rec ip ien t of a Lyb ra nd S ilve r
Medal (in 1965 -66).
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Lack

of

Knowledge

Inadequate
Facilities

Complacent Attitude

Error

EXHIBIT 1

lack of proper facility, or lack of
attention, as illustrated in Exhibit 1.
Lack of knowledge and facility can
be eliminated through proper training
and by providing employees with better
tools to do the job.
Lack of attention is a different problem. It may be the outgrowth of the old
cliche "to err is human." Error Free
Performance rejects this attitude and
offers as a substitute the challenge that
you can do it right the first time. It may
be that employees are not expected to
d o a perfect job each time. Elaborate
inspection systems seem to imply this.
What we are after in EFP is a change
—a change in attitude. In order to get
change we must first have improved
relationships. With improved relationships, we can get the personal involvement of every individual. With involvement, we can get commitment and with
commitment, change is possible. This
oversimplified formula underlies any
successful EFP effort.
Changing from error -prone to error free performance necessitates changing
an employee's underlying attitude toward
his work, toward himself, and toward
the company.
Motivation for Change
Dr. Thomas A. Wickes, Behavioral
Psychologist in the Small Aircraft Engine Department of General Electric,
has developed a model for bringing
about attitude change which he calls
the relationship- involvement- commitment - action chain. This model can also
be used effectively to describe the
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progress of a successful Error Free
Performance program.
The element of involvement can be
active or passive —but the more active
the better. Taking an active part in discussing, evaluating, modifying or designing the program is better than just
listening to a comprehensive explanation of the program, although both are
a form of involvement.
Involvement is impossible without
relationship, though both can be created
at the same time. In fact, improvement
in one tends to bring about improvement in the other.
Commitment, which is the next link
in the chain and which precedes action,
is most difficult to obtain without involvement. Commitment merely means
an agreement to help with the action.
Commitment can be private —a promise to one's self, or it can be public —a
promise stated publicly to do one's part.
The more public it is, the better in terms
of resulting action.
Relationship. Within the context of
Error Free Performance, relationship
involves the tie between supervisor and
employee. How well each does his job is
heavily influenced by the working relationship he enjoys with the other. Supervisors can help create a more positive
relationship by managerial actions which
are in fact —and are viewed as— helpful
and beneficial rather than fear - inspiring
or anxiety - producing. They must work
toward a climate of mutual respect and
mutual concern.
Involvement. With a base of positive
relationships and while these are being
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further improved, opportunities should
be provided for people to personally
involve themselves in the program. The
Error Cause Identification and Analysis
Program is one way to do this and a
large number of people will become personally involved in EFP by this means.
The E.C.I. /E.C.A. program tends to
improve the relationship between employee and boss by getting them to join
in work oriented conversations on subjects of mutual interest and concern.
Typical forms used for this purpose are
illustrated in Exhibit 2.
Further involvement is possible as
work groups are brought together to
develop their own programs in support
of the Departments' efforts.
Commitment to the error free standard begins at the top. Members of top
management must continually commit
themselves and their staffs to the program's success through example and
action. (Here again, it helps to have
management involved so that theirs is
a true commitment.) Each supervisor
must recognize that active involvement
and participation provide the bridge to
commitment. Commitment to the program implies that individuals believe
the objectives of E rr or Free Performance are practical and attainable. To
demonstrate this belief, the employee
makes a conscious effort to prevent
error. With this kind of commitment,
change is possible.
Short and Long Range
It is more difficult to sustain a program like EFP than to start one. This
is due primarily to the normal human
inclination to lost interest in something
that is no longer new. Accordingly,
plans to sustain interest in the EFP
program must be thoughtfully and imaginatively developed, presented and carried out by management. It is in the
spirit, interest and context of these
thoughts that the approach to "Individual Involvement" is utilized in the
Aerospace Electrical Division.
The prerequisite for the continuing
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success of any program or activity is
the creating of the proper attitude or
esprit de corps. This holds true whether
we are speaking of employee relations,
negotiations with customers, development of products or striving for cost
improvements.
While it is true that each individual
contributes substantially to his own
positive or negative attitude, there are
many extraneous factors which contribute to a good or bad attitude. A
program such as Error Free Performance can be expected not only to motivate employees to perform effectively,
but also to disclose environmental
conditions that impede employee efforts
to achieve error -free performance of
their assigned tasks.
The overall objective for creating a
proper attitude in employees is, of
course, directly related to the attainment of a profit objective. While there
are a number of things that can be done
to build positive attitudes for achievements, at Westinghouse, Aerospace
Electrical Division, emphasis for attitude builders is in four areas:
1. Communications — "in the know"
2. Teamwork — "being a part of the
team"
3. Recognition — "credit for a job well
done"
4. Goals- Measurement - Reporting —
"performance evaluation"
Communications and Teamwork
The mainstay of attaining a high
degree of teamwork and rewarding employees in various forms of recognition
is created, to a great extent, by communications. The most effective communications are those that are done
frequently and consistently — possessing
a high degree of believability. While it
was believed that communications in
the Aerospace Electrical Division had
been effective, it was also believed that
they could be strengthened considerably.
For the most part, communications
had been centralized— originating from
Industrial Relations. For more effecMANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

SUGGESTION PROGRAM. IF YOU ARE ABLE TO SUGGEST A SPECIFIC SOLUTION FOR THE CONDITION
CAUSING ERRORS ON YOUR JOB, UTILIZE THE NORMAL SUGGESTION SYSTEM. NO AWARDS WILL BE
MADE BASED ON THE USE OF THIS FORM.

RECEIVED BY:
NAME

Am 1587 EPP

DATE

EMPLO YEE R EPLY C OPY

EXHIBIT 2
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tiveness, changes were made for more
flexible communications with greater
frequency by decentralizing and pinpointing communications to various
groups in the division. The actions and
techniques employed in the total communications field are designed for a long
period of application.
Since much of our effort in the current and future years will emphasize
Error Free Performance, central locations or focal points were selected where
employees can readily see information
pertaining to the EFP program and
other division topics of interest. Some
22 activities boards were installed
throughout the office and shop areas
near vending machines or heavy traffic
areas.
As a means of easy identification for
business status, division and personal
achievements, competition an d a nu mber of other subjects or elements, colorful posters were created and produced
for display on the activities boards. One
series issued on these communications
boards is in the area of accomplishments
on new product development, technical
papers, individual honors, etc. Another
series stresses individual employee quality performance with a caption of "Yes,
W e C a n B e P r o u d . " S t i l l a n o t h e r series
of c o m m u n i c a t i o n s rela tes bu si ness
wh i c h we a r e pu rsu in g with a su bseq u e n t sh e e t a s t o w h e t h e r t h a t b u si n e ss
wa s won o r lo st . Ex h i b it 3 sho ws t yp i c a l

examples of the types of communications mentioned.
Origin of the information for the
above mentioned series of posters is
with department managements of the
areas to which the message is related.
For the greatest degree of effectiveness,
it is important that the message be
expedited and posted as quickly as
possible for timeliness of the communication.
Yet another type of communique with
great flexibility is a "What's New" flyer.
It may be used by either a particular
department for its employees or on an
overall division basis to all employees.
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AED ha s won an o t h e r
co n t ra c t from com et i ti on !
I've de fe at e d AED aga i n
and devoured another
contract
Business opportunity that
can co nt ri bu t e to = ® "'

•
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Here is a communication in the simplest
form, yet effective, for it can include
any item of interest to employees for
one department or all employees for the
division. Again the responsibility for
originating the material rests with the
Department Manager.
Employees are hard to convince —
frequently the harder you try, the more
skeptical and suspicious they become,
and the less inclined to listen and
believe.
An e ffec t i v e m e a n s of p r e se n t i n g fa c t s

for improving attitudes is through use
of Positive Attitude Posters. For the
most part, the posters concentrate on
the common -sense fundamentals of doing a good job — attitude problems
which may crop up at any time — things
about which even the best of employees
may need an occasional reminder. They
deal with fundamentals which have to
be repeated again and again in any well managed organization. Each poster
starts with a smile —and follows with a
brief statement that makes so much
sense it's bound to strike home.
These types of communications are
but a few in the total planned efforts
for a division; but demonstrate the decentralizing aspects of effective communication techniques and the scope of
materials being used to keep employees
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

"in the know" as well as give strength
and fulfillment of management's commitment to keep employees informed so
that they feel more a "part of the team."
Recognition— Awards
Since Error Free Performance is a
motivational program centered around
individual contributions, it makes sense
to recognize and publicize individual
and group accomplishments. In any
competitive situation, recognition plays
a major role. A winner is not a winner
unless everybody knows who won, how
and why.
Changes and sometimes expansion of
the type of awards is of primary importance in maintaining interest. In
fact, if the awards program is to be successful —new and different approaches
for awards must be periodically adopted.
The administration of the recognition/awards program in the Aerospace
Electrical Division has been established
on a very fundamental administrative
basis. Typical awards which have proven
effective for our division are:
Individual
1. Division Employee of the Month:
Trophy
Letter of congratulations from Division Manager
Private parking place for one month
at either office or shop entrance
Dinner for family at local place of
choice— or —$25 bond
Name inscribed on plaque
2. Department Employee of the Month:
Trophy
Letter of congratulations from Department Manager
Dinner for employee and spouse at
local place of choice— or —$10 gift
certificate at employee store
Group
1. Traveling trophy for group first in
performance
2. Plaque denoting group achievement
with employees' and supervisor's
names inscribed. To be permanently
retained and displayed in group
3. PLUS—a choice by the group of the
following:
DECEMBER1967

Award winners choose from a selection of items such as: pen, pencil,
cigarette lighter (ladies' & men's),
key chain, 3 golf balls, money clip,
men's billfold, ladies' compact, ladies'
mirror, and a ladies' pill box —or—
Special meal for group in employee
cafeteria —or—
Two tickets for local theatre of
choice, or, 3 games of bowling, or,
3 rounds of miniature golf, or, 1
round of regulation golf at one of
the local courses of choice.
Individual awards are granted on the
basis of nomination. Nominations may
be submitted to the EFP Administrator
by anyone.
Group awards are issued on the basis
of the reporting and administrative procedures. To be eligible, a group must
obtain a minimum of ten point scores
for the month. Recognition of department performance will consist of those
departments performing first, second or
third in performance as reported in the
reporting and administrative procedures.
In the administration of this type of
recognition program, employees are
continually exposed to management's
continuing interest in the EFP program.
Here again, the objective is to improve
relationships, and sustain involvement
and commitment of both supervisory
and non - supervisory employees.
I cannot leave the subject of recognition without a comment relating to
broadening of internal recognition to
include vendors or suppliers. A procedure should be established for determining outstanding vendor performance
and periodically (monthly) give recognition by an EFP VENDOR AWARD with
associated publicity.
Goals, Measurement and Reporting
Since inauguration of the Error Free
Performance Program, AED's management has been considering EFP as a
stimulating force for all cost and expense improvements. Of primary significance is the savings realized as a
composite of all programs. Equally important, however, is an awareness of
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expenditures in achieving improvements.
This relationship of expense to savings
is normally expressed as a ratio which
advises the degree of return on cost for
obtaining savings.
The eyes and ears of employees are
too often only aware of estimated expenditures for campaign, programs,
promotion materials, personnel administering programs, etc. An employee
more fully informed of achievements
will very likely be more appreciative of
management's philosophy, decisions and
active efforts to improve costs. Displaying on communications boards the ratio
of improvements to expenditures for
those improvements, will very forcefully
convey to employees that everyone
working together brings about favorable
results making for a more competitive
business.
Efforts in any business operation, in
addition to Error Free Performance,
depends on the employees' willingness
and ability to "find a way" to perform
each task fr ee of error. Management's
responsibility is to provide both the
climate in which employees will feel
that their efforts are properly recognized and a means to observe programs
and performance.
Improved quality is a key aim of EFP
in every department. To visually direct
attention to this area of interest and to
monitor progress, performance charts,
similar to that shown in Exhibit 4,
should be devised and maintained in
every group of every department.
A well informed employee will more
likely become a good performing employee. This type of display reporting
can include, for example, such things as:
1. Pe r ce n t a ge of lost ma n h ou r s
through absenteeism
2. En gi n e e r i n g Work s Req ue st
Changes — noncustomer originated
3. Late material deliveries
4. Production schedule performance
5. Defects or rejects
6. Scrap costs
7. New business booked versus planned
48

8. Customer rejects
9. Number of suggestions
10. Number of Error Cause Identifications
Criteria for measuring EFP achievements are practical only if they can be
readily applied by the supervisor in his
normal daily relationship with the employees under his supervision. Accordingly, each supervisor, in consultation
with his employees, should develop these
criteria.
Ingenuity and imagination are necessary in devising effective methods for
graphically portraying EF P goals and
the progress made toward their attainment. They should be of simple design,
readily understandable and appropriate
to the personnel to whom they are addressed.
It is essential to keep in mind that
charts intended for public display should
be limited to information showing group
rather than individual performance. In
this way, we will avoid adverse reactions from indicated unsatisfactory or
mediocre personal achievement.
Still another approach can be used
for effectiveness: through an organized
group structure, a cross - section of employees can be brought together (weekly
or monthly) in group meetings to participate in the planning process of continuing Error Free Performance efforts.
Periodic rotation of members will
broaden individual involvement while
providing variations in viewpoints and
approaches to achievements. Some ideas
for responsibility and the administration
of these groups are:
1. Members assist and recommend
areas of each operation for evaluation, analysis, follow -up and administration for maximizing cost and
expense improvements. These areas
might then be used in the monthly
Effectivity Report.
2. Members will provide a sound source
for nomination of individuals and
groups for awards.
3. Periodic meetings to be informal
discussions of ways and means to
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING
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EXHIBIT 4

motivate a continuing quality consciousness.
While the above types of endeavors
can be beneficial, in providing ways for
commending and recognizing accomplishments, a summary of group and
department accomplishments is essential to overall division operation evaluation. Fundamental in establishing a procedure for goals, measurement and
reporting are:
1. Management interest and direction.
All levels of management must be
deeply committed to a total cost
improvement program. The importance of each person's job to the
achievement of objectives must be
made clearly evident by manager
to supervisor and supervisor to employee discussions.
DECEMBER 1967

2. Participation. All levels of management must be directed to take a direct lead in a total cost improvement
program.
3. Competition. Quantitative total cost
improvement and EFP achievement
levels must be established and monitored on a department, function or
area basis to maintain individual enthusiasm. Competition should be
cultivated between these activities.
4. Ach ie vemen t. Performance awards
should be granted only on the basis
of documented results.
Goals must be focused on the objectives of the total cost improvement and
EFP program — especially the identification and elimination of th e causes of
errors, rejects, rework, etc. These goals
must include considerations of: (1)
49

Procedure and reporting forms were
developed for the Aerospace Electrical
Division providing for the establishment
of goals— reporting of actual performance— calculation of percent deviation
from goal —and rating performance for
purpose of recognition of both group
and department accomplishments. This
reporting system incorporates several
characteristics:
—emphasis on group or team performance
—recognition of performance improvement of the immediate past
— minimum publicity or criticism for
performance below target level
— flexibility to accommodate actual conditions in widely diversified areas of
activities or functions
— provision for the department manager
to modify the reporting system to
meet his needs
—establishment of performance goals
by the department manager
— maximum value to the department
manager as an effective management
tool
— provision for application of subjective
judgment in the utilization of the results of the reporting procedure
— general acceptability to personnel of
diversified activities and skill levels.
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The forms are completed by each
group or area and summarized by each
major area of activity or department.
In this way, it is easy to compile a total
division summary report for a total operation performance evaluation.
General
Effective management - employee contact is essential to the success of a
total cost improvement and EFP program. Periodic visits by management to
work areas are particularly useful. In
those areas where significant achievement and progress has been made, such
visits not only reinforce the effectiveness
of the immediate superior, but also provide opportunities for personal approbation for the accomplishments of individuals and groups.
Maintaining close liaison with first
and second line supervision provides
the opportunity for assistance in resolving problems that may exist and illustrates the complete backing of the EFP
program by management. These tours
should not be superficial or "checking"
tours, but rather "depth" visits during
which management virtually becomes a
part of the department's operations toward its quality and cost goals.
more difficult to susRemember, it
tain a program l ike EF P tha n to start
one. Accordingly, plans to sustain interest in the EFP program must be
thoughtfully and imaginatively developed, presented and carried out by
management. It is in the spirit, interest
and context of these thoughts that this
approach to "Individual Involvement"
is administered in the Westinghouse
Electric Corporation, Aerospace Electrical Division, Lima, Ohio.
is

quantitative and qualitative job performance parameters on cost — schedule
control— accuracy and performance—
adherence to procedures — documented
discrepancies — response to requests for
assistance, etc. (2) employees personal
performance as evidenced by punctuality— housekeeping— thoroughness in
documenting technical information —
fulfillment of assigned responsibilities
—self- improvement, etc.
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Lost and Found Department for
Advertising Dollars
By THO MAS A. DEM P S EY

T H E past de cade ou r company's growth has been very rapid
in all major product lines. Management
has had to concentrate on the problems
attendant to expansion into new product
lines, the acquisition or construction of
new plants and warehouses, enlargement
of the truck transport fleet, and obtaining and training personnel for the new
positions created by growth. This meant
tha t for a ti me attention was diverted
from established activities which were
operating satisfactorily.

D

URING

While our manufacturing, wholesaling and transportation operations were
rapidly advancing, our advertising and
sales promotion activity was also "quietly" growing into a multi - million dollar
operation. Since this was taking place
without any undue problems, it became
one of those areas from which attention
was temporarily diverted.
As it continued to grow, it became
evident that sound control practices, or
modifications thereof, used elsewhere in
the company were also going to be
needed for advertising and sales promotion activities.

Our Survey and Recommendations
When the accounting division was requested to develop a system for establishing administrative and financial controls for advertising and sales promotion
activities, the specific objectives were
defined as follows:
1. Responsibility should be specifically
assigned for each major facet of advertising and sales promotion activity.
2. Each product line sales division
should be responsible for holding
its advertising and sales promotion
costs within approved budgetary
provisions or requesting and justifying additional expenditures in advance of the need.
3. Every major advertising expenditure
should have individual approval prior
to any commitments for expenditures being made.
4. The exact status of each major advertising program should be available
on request in regard to open purchase orders, uncommitted approved
funds for the program, and actual
expenditures.
5. Purchasing for the advertising and
sales promotion activities should be
centralized.
6. Expenditures for advertising material
and services should be supported by
properly approved purchase orders.

THOMAS A. DEMPSEY, Kansas City Chapter 1961, is
Director of Distribution, Warehousing and Transportation
Ac co u ntin g fo r Fa rmla nd In du strie s, In c ., Ka nsa s City, Mo .
Mr. De mp se y h as a n Asso c ia te o f Arts de g ree in Commerc e
from Graceland College, La mo ni, Iowa and a B.S. degree
in Business Administration from the University o f D e n v e r,
Denv er, Co lo.
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T h e first st ep in de v el o pi n g the syste m i n v o lv e d d i scu ssi o n s wi t h r e pr e se n t a tives of all of the ma j o r div isi ons
wi t h i n t h e c o m p a n y i n c l u d i n g sa l e s, d i stribu tion a n d a dve rtising, as well a s
r e p r e se n t a t i v e s o f o t h e r c o m p a n i e s. R e ga r dle ss of wh o m we ta lk ed to, inside
or ou tsid e the c o m p a n y , a ge ne ra l pa tt e r n e m e r g e d a l o n g t h e se l i n e s:
1. T here are strong opinions that the
crea tive fu nctions of a dvertising ca nnot be separa ted from the administrative functions and any attempt to
do so will ha mp er crea tivity.
2. Most advertising and sales promotion progra ms are started and completed without any cost estimates
being ma de or actual cost figures
being accumulated.
3. T he dollar status of "in- process"
progra ms is generally u nk nown.
4. Only very limited consideration is

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

f.

Advertising
Function
X
Determining Need for Pr ogr a ms
Developing Scope a nd Cost of Progra ms
X
Determining Availability of Bu dgetary
Fu nds
Initia ting and Circu lating Authorization
For m for Fi na l App rov a l
X
Approva ls Requ ired for
X
(1 ) Qu a lity a nd scope of progra m
(2 ) Possible pa you t of progra m
(3 ) Commit ment o f bu dg eta ry fu nds
(4 ) Sa les force assista nce in
implementa tion of progra m
X
(5 ) Pu rcha se orders
X
(6 ) Disbu rsements
Ma inta ining Control on Bu dgets,
Commitments a nd Disbu rsements

— T he net cost for ea ch progra m shou ld
be estima ted so tha t a ll persons subsequ ently eva lua ting the pro gr a m for
a pprova l pu rposes wou ld be a wa re of
its cost.
— Progra ms should be approved prior
to any commitments bein g m a de for
the expenditure of fu nds.
— Budgeta ry controls should be established and maintained with the estima ted cost of ea ch progra m being
shown as a commitment against the
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giv en t o th e e co no mi c pa y ou t of t he
progra m being developed.
Artistic apprecia tion or personal
preference is frequ ently a determining fa ct or in t he action ta k en in developing a n advertising progra m to
the exclusion of the economics involved.
6. T here is genera l confu sion a b ou t the
wa y to be ta k en in a ssigning specific
responsibilities to specific administrative groups or individuals.
7. There is very little, if a ny, centra lized
control over the pu rcha sing of advertising supplies and services.
Aft e r ev a l u a ti ng the i n fo r m a t i o n o b ta ined fr o m th e initia l su r ve y, th e follo win g r e c o m m e n d a t i o n s we r e m a d e to
ma n a ge men t.
— R e sp o n si b i l i t y a ssi g n m e n t s a n d a p p r o v a l s fo r e a c h fa c e t o f t h e a d v e r t i si n g
activities sh ou ld b e a s fo ll o ws:
Area Responsible
Sales
Accounting
X

X

X
X
X
X

X

budget (later, this will be adjusted
to actual when the progra m is complete) .
— There should be a n annua l forecast,
by individua l a dvertising or sa les promotion progra m, of anticipated requ irements.
Our Contr o l Syste m
T h e fo l lo win g i s a de sc r ip t io n o f t h e
sy st e m we p u t i n t o o p e r a t i o n . Ex h ib i t 1
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ADVERTISING AND SALES PROMOTION CONTROL SYSTEM
FUNCTIONAL FLOW CHART
ANNUAL FORECAST
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Exhibit 2
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Data Processing
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Order
Initiate
Management

Prepare

J P r o j e c t

Approve or Amend
To
To

Accounting

nting

Accounting

Release to Vendor
funds
Verify that approved
are available
and update records

Exhibit 3

APPROVAL 6 DEVELOPMENT

J
Advert Seing

Exhibit 6

Project
Commitment
and
Expenditure
Worksheet
Exhibit 6

DISBURSEMENTS

CLOSURE

A
Advertising

Sale.

Finalize
and Coordinate

Project
Auth.

Initiate
Exhibit 4

pprove Validity
ccounting
To Accounting
For Payment
yment
Budget and
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W rkehee[

Annual
Forecast

Update

Update

F

t
[acre
Report

Initiate
Exhibit 5

Notifies when
Completed

dvertising
urchasing
oordinator

re•
t
Exhibit 6

Project
Auth.

To

Accounting

Project
Commitment
and
Expenditure
Worksheet

Budget and
Porecaet
Worksheet
Adjust for
Closing Entry
Exhibit 3

Exhibit 6

Verify that purchase
order w s Issued and
uPdace records

Notice

Initiate

Notify
Combine

To

Management
for approval

To

Advertising
Authority to
Implement

To

Accounting
Authority to
gel ease Funds

Project
Commitment
and
ExpendStore
Worksheet
Exhibit 6

To

Sales

To

Advertising

Initiate

EXHIBIT t
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therefrom are recorded on the "Budget
and Forecast Control Worksheet," for
each department to show both the forecast amount and available budgeted
funds.
Developing a Program and Obtaining
Approval— Representatives of the sales
and advertising divisions jointly develop
the advertising or promotion programs.
When details are finalized, costs are estimated by the purchasing coordinator in
the advertising division. The advertising
division then prepares the Project Authorization (Exhibit 2). This form is
used to communicate the description of
the program and its estimated cost to all
parties concerned. It is released initially
to the accounting division.

illustrates in flow -chart form the major
functions of the system.
Annual Forecast for Budget —Each
major product line division within the
sales area works with the advertising
division in developing an annual forecast of advertising needs for the coming
fiscal year. This includes a brief description of the program, its estimated cost
and when the funds will be expended.
When approved, this forecast becomes a part of the annual operating
budget. Amounts for individual programs can be revised or substitutions
made as deemed necessary so long as
the revisions in total do not exceed the
amount of the approved forecast.
The approved forecast is forwarded
to the accounting division and amounts
PR OJ EC T

NO.

Determining Availability of BudgetDATE

A U TH O R I ZA TIO N

ADVERTISING AND SALES PROMOTION

FISCAL YEAR

PROJECT FOR:
DIVISION
DEPARTMENT
DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED PROJECT,
QUANTITY

TOTAL EST. COST

DE SCRIPT!ON (on prejea e, iremiza labor, meroiele, and Aber taus)

TOTAL ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES (Afr•r All Dl. co a nr. )
(Billing Code

)

LESS: ESTIMATED RECOVERIES
TOTAL ESTIMATED NET COST

BUDGET PROVISIONS
NET COST
THIS PROJECT

DEPARTMENT

DEPT. SALE PROM. BUDGET
AFTER
BEFORE

ADVERTISING BUDGET
AFTER

11

BEFORE

APPROVALS
VICE PRESIDENT

DISTRIBUTION
-

COMMODITY DEPARTMENT

MARKETINGDATE
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
DATE
PRESIDENT

DATE
MERCHANDISING
-

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

-

ADVERTISING AND SALES PROMOTION CONTROL

DATE

DATE
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ary Fu n d s — T h e a c c ou n ti n g division
ta k es the fol lowing a ct ion u p o n receivi n g t h e P r o j e c t Au t h o r i z a t i o n :
1. Determines the a mou nt originally
forecast for this progra m by referring to the la test forecast.
2. Updates the Budget and Forecast
Control Worksheet by redu cing the
forecast a mou nt for all programs
combined by the a mou nt included
in the fo re ca st for ea ch Project Au thorization to determine the a mou nt
of remaining foreca st, the amou nt
of the budget committed for this
progra m a nd the rema ining a va ila ble
budget.
3. Enters the advertising or sales promotion bu dget, both before a nd a fter
the requested funds for this project
authorization on the Project Au thorization.
4. Prepa res a Report on Advertising
and Sa les Promotion Project Au thorization (Exhibit 3) fo r ea ch project
au thorization, which advises all concerned of the bu dgeta ry sta tu s of the
depa rtment requesting the fu nds for
both a dvertising a nd sa les promotion
expenses. This report is attached to
the Project Au thoriza t ion so tha t all
persons involved in the approval of
the Project Au thorization will have
this informa tion available to them.
Ob ta in in g Ap p r o v a l — T h e P r o j e c t
Au t ho r iz a ti o n is fo r wa r d e d to the a pp r o p r i a t e m a n a g e m e n t p e r so n n e l fo r a p p r o v a l . O n c e fu n d s h a v e b e e n r e q u e st e d
by the sa les divisions o n a Pr o je c t
Au t h o r i z a t i o n , t h e e st i m a t e d c o st o f t h e
p r o g r a m a r e co nsi de re d a s c o m m i t t e d
a g a i n st t h e b u d g e t u n t i l no ti fi ca ti on h a s
be e n r e c e i v e d t h a t t h e p r o gr a m h a s b e e n
reje cted o r ca nc e le d by the ori gi na to r,
o r it is co m p l e t e d a n d closed ou t, in
wh ic h ca se the bu d ge t a r y fu n d s u sed
a r e a d j u st e d t o t h e a m o u n t o f t h e a c t u a l
ex pe n di tu r es.
Notification of Approvals:
— Adve rtising Division. The a dvertising
division is notified first of project
approval by receipt of the approved
Project Au thorization from the last
person whose approval is required.
T he advertising division notifies the
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accou nting division by forwarding the
approved Project Au thorization.
—A c c o u n t in g Division. When notified
that the project has been approved,
the a ccou nting division mak es a nota tion on the Bu dget a nd Foreca st Contro l Wor k shee t to sh ow th a t it is a ppro ved , a nd pr epa re s a Pr oj ect Co mmitment and Expenditure Work sheet
on which a deta iled record will be
maintained on commitments (purcha se orders), expenditures and recoveries for the su bject a uthorization
so that the precise statu s of each projject can be determined immediately.
The first step is to enter the estimated
gross expenditure, estima ted recovery, a nd esti ma te d ne t co st. All commitments (purchase orders) issued
against the estima ted gross expenditure will redu ce the available funds
for this project.
Pu rc h a sin g — Re q u isit io n s fo r a d v e r tising services a n d ma t er ia ls a r e fo r wa r d e d t o t h e p u r c h a si n g c o o r d i n a t o r i n
the a dve rtising division. H e issu es p u r c h a se o r d e r s a g a i n st a v a i l a b l e f u n d s fo r
a p p r o v e d Pr o je c t Au t h o r i za t i o n s o n l y :
—Ad v e r tis in g Division. T he purcha se
order is prepa red, approved by the
pu rchasing coordinator and forwa rded
to the a ccounting division.
— Acc o un tin g Division refers to the
Project Commitment and Expenditure Work sheet for the project for
which the purcha se order is issued
to d ete rmi ne t ha t th ere a re a pproved
and available fu nds remaining uncommitted for this project. If in order
and if it appears that there will be
fu nds a va ila ble to complete the project, the purcha se order is entered
aga inst the available funds, approved
a nd released to t he suppliers. If sufficient funds are not available or if
it appears that sufficient funds will
not be a va ilable to complete the project, the pu rcha se order is rejected u ntil a su pplementa l Project Au thoriza tion ca n be ini tia ted a nd a ppr oved to
proceed with the development of the
progra m. (T here ha ve been instances
where programs have been canceled
when it is determined that they canno t b e completed within the original
estima ted cost.)
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REPORT ON ADVERTISING AND SALES PROMOTION PROJECT AUTHORIZATIONS
TO ACCOMPANY EACH PROJECT AUTHORIZATION
FISCAL YEAR

Department
Project Authorization No,

is requesting approval for $
(Net Cost)

*Amount of this Project Authorization to be carried over into
fiscal year

$

Departmental Summary

Sales
Promotion

Advertising
Annual Budget

Fiscal Year

$

$

$

$

$

$

Project Authorizations for the Year
Amount Previously Approved or with Approval
Still Pending
Amount This Authorization
Estimated Amount Yet to be Submitted for
Approval
Total Amount for Project Authorizations

Percent of Amount for Project Authorizations
to Annual Budget

%

%

Comments:

John Doe, Manager
Sales Accounting

Date

*Amount of carryover will not be shown as a commitment on this report but will be
shown as a commitment against the proper fiscal year on an attached report.
EXHIBIT 3

Disbursements— Wh en suppliers' and
agency invoices are received, they are
forwarded to the advertising division.
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—Ad v e rtisin g Div isio n enters the proj-

ect number on the invoice, reviews
it for completion of service, or reMANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

ceipt of materials and prices. If in
order, i t is for wa rded to the a ccou nting division.
— Ac co u ntin g Div isio n refers to the a ppropriate Project Commitment and
Expenditure Worksheet to determine
tha t the re ha s bee n a n a pp rov ed p u r-

the expenditu re section of the report.
If there is a significa nt difference between the pu rcha se order a mou nt a nd
the expenditure a mou nt, it will be
qu estion and if in order, the a va ila ble
fu n ds sec tio n o f t he fo rm wil l b e a ppropria tely adjusted.

chase order for this invoice. If in
order, the expenditu re is entered in

R e c o v e r i e s - - S o m e of the a dve rtising
or sa l e s p ro m o t i o n p ro g r a m s a r e p a r t i c i -

MONTHLY REPORT ON ADVERTISING AND SALES PROMOTION PROJECT AUTHORIZATIONS
(DEPARTMENT)
FISCAL YEAR
AS OF

Advertising

Sales
Promotion

Annual Budget
Project Authorizations
Amount Fully Approved
Amount Submitted with Approval Still Pending
Estimated Amount Yet to be Submitted for Approval
Total Amount for Project Authorizations
Percent of Amount for Project Authorizations
to Budget

Distribution
President
Vice President - Marketing
Vice President - Advertising
Manager - Sales
Budget Manager
Controller

John Doe, Manager
Sales Accounting

Release Date
EXHIBIT 4
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pated in jointly by the company and its
customers. As a result, invoices are issued to the customers for their portion
of the cost of the programs. Each project involving recoveries has a specific
billing code assigned to it and any invoices issued to our customers for recoveries are identified by this billing
code which is subsequently summarized
in mechanized register of invoices issued to customers during the month.
The total recovery by program is then
entered in the "Recoveries" section of
the Project Commitment and Expenditure Worksheet.
Program Closure—When a program
is completed, the detailed information
on the Project Commitment and Expenditure Worksheet is summarized in
the "Record of Closing" section of the
form. The budget adjustment, whether
over or under - expended, is transferred
to the departmental Budget and Forecast Control Worksheet to adjust the
budget available for other projects (an
override of 10% or $250, whichever is
less, is allowed without requesting a
supplemental Project Authorization).
At the time a project is closed, the division involved is notified by memo of the
amount expended and the difference
between estimated and actual costs.
Monthly Reporting —At the end of
each month, the accounting division
prepares a monthly report for each department (Exhibit 4). This report shows
the amount of project authorizations
which have been fully approved (this
includes adjustment to actual for closed
projects), the amount of project authorizations submitted with approval
still pending and the estimated amount
yet to be submitted for approval (this
is the current forecast amount). In total,
the report shows the amount that each
department anticipates its advertising
and sales promotion expenditures will
be for the year.
This report is released immediately
after the end of th e month independently of regular financial and operating
statements. We have provided a means
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in our regular financial and operating
accounting to provide for the mechanized accumulation of costs by program
so that there can be reconciliations between these subsidiary records and the
financial and operating records.
Conclusion
Now that the system has been in operation for several months and smoothed
out, we find it being well accepted
throughout the company and, in many
instances, enthusiastically praised.
Communications between all areas in
the company involved in advertising
and sales promotion activities have improved substantially, work is better coordinated because long -range plans have
been developed and each area clearly
understands its own responsibilities. The
reporting of total budgetary status with
each Project Authorization lets all concerned know where they stand currently
in relation to their budgets. There have
also been numerous advantages accruing from k nowin g at an y moment t he
status of total advertising costs whether
actually expended or estimated for a
program still in the planning stage.
There have been substantial cash savings resulting from this program. The
mere questioning of "why so much
money ?" or someone saying, "I don't
have that much money left in my
budget" has caused the advertising representatives to review their plans. Savings have resulted from reducing the
number of colors in the presentation or
changing the weight of the paper in a
catalog without reducing the effectiveness of the advertising material.
We also know that if, because of adverse business conditions (some of our
product lines are very susceptible to
changes in the weather), we had to reevaluate our position and alter our
advertising or sales promotion plans,
reliable information is available immediately for evaluation and sound decisions can be made quickly.
We think the benefits received have
been well worth the cost of setting up
and maintaining this program.
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

The Slide Rule to Untangle Depreciation
B y G . K E NNETH DY E
HE TEXTBOOK variety of sum- of -theyears' digits method is quite simple.
It is a technique of allocating depreciation to years in the inverse order that
they occupy in a tabulation, as related to
the total number of years. The complexity
comes about not because of the method
itself, but because of a dilemma encountered by business in its day -by -day
operations.
A purist preaching theoretical perfection would maintain that the depreciation of the year an asset is
acquired should be computed daily.
However, since the very life of the
asset is an estimate, to compute de-

T

preciation daily would amount to a
ridiculous show of elaborate exactitude
in the face of an ultimate conjecture.
Studies reveal that fixed asset additions tend to even out during the course
of a year, so that it appears to be a
reasonable procedure from business'
standpoint, and an acceptable one by
taxing authorities, to assume that all
acquisitions take place at the middle of
the year. Therefore, under sum- of -theyears' digits method, only half of the
digits that would normally be allocated
to the first year are so assigned. The remaining half is allocated to the second
year. This procedure is continued to the
conclusion. The development of the
digits for a 10 -year life is as follows:

10 Yea r Life

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

1

h x 10
2 x 1 0 ) + ( 1/2 x9)—
( 1
2 x 9 ) + ( 1h x 8 ) =
(1
/ i x 8 ) + ( 1/ 2 x 7 ) (1
h x 7 ) + ( 1/ 2 x 6 ) —
(3hx 6 ) -( -( 12 x 5 ) —
(1
h x 5 ) + ( 1h x 4 ) =
(1
h x 4 ) + ( 1/ 2 x 3 ) —
( 1/ 2
x 3) +(3hx2)=
( 1/2x
2) +( 3 /2 x 1 ) —
-

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Ann ual
digits

Reverse

Ye a r

(1

1/

2x1—
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5
9.5
8.5
7.5
6.5
5.5
4.5
3.5
2.5
1.5
.5
55.0

G. KENNETH DYE, Trenton Chapter 1952, is Administrator of Fixed Assets and Capital Budgets at Radio Corporation of America, David Sarnofj Research Center, Princeton, N. I. Mr. Dye is a graduate of the University of
Pe nn sy lv an ia , Ev en ing S ch oo l, Acc ou nts a nd Fin an ce . He is
a previous contributor to MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING and
was awarded a Certificate of Merit (1965 - 1966).
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Sum -of-the Years' Digits Depreciation
10 -Year Life

Total Digits - -55
Year
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Annual
digits
5.0
9. 5
8. 5
7. 5
6. 5
5.5
4. 5
3. 5
2. 5
1.5
.5
55 . 0

First
cost
570

Annual
deprec.

Accum.
deprec.

52
98
88
78
67
57
47
36
26
16
5
570

52
150
238
316
383
440
487
523
549
565
570

Net book
value
518
420
332
254
187
130
83
47
21
5
0

Digits remain g
end of year
50 . 0
40. 5
32 . 0
24. 5
18.0
12 . 5
8.0
4. 5
2.0
.5
0

EXHIBIT 1

The Slide -Rule Computation
The following illustration is designed
to show the use of the computation
method about to be demonstrated. Values were computed by an office machine
using a four -place decimal factor. It is
to be expected that minor variances will
appear when it is compared with the
methods which will reveal more precision. The relationship of the annual
digits and the digits remaining at yearend to the respective years also operate
as benchmarks — measuring points used
in the mathematical computations to
follow.
In actual use, the writer has constructed similar tables of annual digits
and digits remaining at the end of years
for every year -of -life encountered in
his fixed asset operation. In this use, the
years 1 to 11, of this example, have been
replaced by a sliding scale of actual
years; the year acquired is positioned on
the chart in the position of the illustrated year 1, and the year fully depreciated will appear at year 11.
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Scale
C
D

Upon the setting up of the amount of
the first cost and the total digits of an
acquisition on t he slide -rule, the complete financial history of that asset is
exposed to the accountant —the depreciation for each year to its conclusion and
the net book value at the end of each
of the years. This information is introduced on the slide rule via the C and D
scales.
In the illustrations of this procedure
that follow, the acquisition demonstrated
in Exhibit 1 will serve as the specimen.
In Exhibit 1, the first cost amounts to
$570; this has been set up on the D scale
and the position fixed by the sliding
hair -line indicator. Directly over it,
marked by the hair -line, is positioned the
total digits represented in the 10 year
life -55.
The reading of the digits for each of
the years in Exhibit 1 on the C scale
will reveal the sum -of- the - years' depreciation of that year directly below it on
the D scale, as for example Year 7:
Fir st
cost

Depr ec iat i on
year 7

Digits

55

4.5

Amount

$570

$47
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

With the slide rule still in the same
position (55 over 57 0) a reading on the
C scale of the digits remaining at the

end of each year will reveal the net book
value at the end of each year:

C

Digits

First
cost
55

D

Amount

$570

Scale

The slide rule still remaining in that
position, another very important bit of
information is brought to view. The depreciation by sum -of- the - years' digits
method causes a decrease in the depreciation allocation each year, commencing with the third year. (See Exhibit 1.)
The amount of this decrease for a
given asset is always the same, although

$83

as previously remarked, the use of a 4place multiplier in the exhibit has caused
a variance from this statement. This
decrease will turn up on the slide rule
under the Index -1. The information is
of enormous use in projecting depreciation expense and will be discussed more
fully later. For the asset demonstrated
in Exhibit 1, it is computed as follows:

C

Digits

First
cost
55

D

Amount

$570

Scale

Not only is the entire life of the asset
exposed year -by -year to the viewer, but
in the event of its retirement, its value
at retirement is also computed. The slide
rule is still not moved. Under the same
theory of expediency previously discussed for assets acquired (that they are

Net b ook v alue
end of year 7
8

Index
1
$10.3-

assumed to have been acquired in the
middle of that year) the assumption is
also made that assets are retired in the
middle of the year. Therefore, a computation to determine the net book value
at retirement of the asset demonstrated
would be performed manually as follows
(see Exhibit 1) :

Net book value at end of year 6
Depreciation projected for year 7
1/2 thereof
Net book value at retirement,
middle of year 7

$130
$47
—

24
$106

On the slide rule it would look like this:

C

Digits

First
cost
55

D

Amount

$570

Scale

The placing of the decimal point on
the slide rule is usually determined by
"inspection " —a visual determination of
its position. Until one is proficient in
placing it by inspection, two very simple
rules have been devised that will assist:
1. In multiplication, add the number of
DECEMBER 1967

Net bo ok
value
year 6
12.5

Omit

lh
year
7
2.25

Omit

Net boo k value
at retirement
year 7
10.25

$106

figures in the whole number portion
of the elements of the problem; in
division, subtract them. However, if
at a ny time in the slide -ruIe computation the sliding part of the slide rule
should happen to extend to the
RI GH T, this is a signal that rule # 2
will operate.
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The usefulness of the slide rule as an
accounting tool is not limited to small
amounts. In fact, its prowess is more
discernible when it is called upon to deal
with those aggregates which are the result of the collecting together of many
items into groupings of one sort or another. Fixed asset operations would
likely label these groupings as anticipated lives or composite classes.
Picture a data processing system for
fixed assets which ultimately produces
current year depreciation in detail and
also accumulates it into groupings by
years -of -life and by the year acquired.
Rather good data is required for a
knowledge of next year's depreciation
A Useful Complement
As useful as it is, this is not to say expense but it is not available now. This
that the slide rule can supplant the is a situation which will yield admirably
present office machinery, data process- to the slide rule.
ing or other conventional methods. Its
A comparable illustration can be convalue is that it can complement and ex- structed by assuming that the figures
tend the usefulness of the machines. used in Exhibit 1 have been increased
The computerized data processing has a thousand -fold, so that the first cost
caused an entirely new concept to spring now amounts to $570,000. Year 6's deinto being in accounting —that more preciation is $57,000. Two approaches
attention can be directed to e x c e p tio n s
can be made with the slide rule to arrive
and the u n u su a l. Fixed asset retirements, at an accurate estimation of year 7's
for example, are the exceptions which depreciation. The first is a computation
lend themselves to slide -rule computa- of the decrease that will occur between
tions.
year 6 to year 7:

2. Every time the sliding part of the
rule extends to the R I G H T during mu ltiplication, deduct 1 figure from the
number of figures in the whole number as determined by the rule # 1. If
the sliding part of the slide rule extends to the R I G H T during division,
add 1 more figure.
These rules view the problem from
another angle and are intended to answer the question, "How m a n y figures
should appear in the whole number of
the answer ?" As for example in the
number 123.45,three figures are present
in the whole number and the decimal
point is positioned after the third figure.

C

Digit

Year 6
depreciation
5.5

D

Amount

$57 (Thousand)

Slide

The second slide -rule setting is one
which is used to compute the depreciation
for an unknown year when depreciation

C

Digit

D

Amount

$57 (Thousand)

Let us make a further assumption,
that these assets represent all that this
company owns and that it is their intention to capitalize in year 7 only to the
extent that depreciation expense for year
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$10.3 (Thousand)

is known for a given year. Assume year
6 depreciation is $57,000. What will be
the depreciation for year 7?
Year 6
depreciation
5.5

Slide

Depreciation decrease
from year 6 to year 7
1 (Index)

Year 7
depreciation
4.5
$47 (Thousand)

7 will remain the same as year 6's. What
is the amount of first cost which can be
added in year 7 so that the overall depreciation expense in year 7 will remain
the same? The answer is:
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

Slide

First cost

Depreciation

C

Digit

55

5 (1st Year)

D

Amount

$113.3 (Thousand)

$10.3 (Thousand)

The first cost of $113,300 can be
added to the fixed assets without increasing the overall depreciation expense
above that of the preceding year. If this
assumption is carried a step further, as-

sume that this company does acquire
$113,300 fixed assets (10 -year life) in
year 7, what will be the depreciation
expense in year 157
Depreciation
Year 15
Depreciation
Ye a r 7

Slide

C

Digit

D

Amount

In the preceding illustrations, the
slide rule performed a task which one
might think would be more in the province of a computer —to leap over many
variable years and select a correct answer. Because the slide rule is a sort of
analogue computer (all information on
it is analogous, or related), it not only
complied with the instructions but it
also unsparingly came up with a mixed
bag of assorted information about the
intervening and subsequent years that
one can have for the taking.
Conduslon
Many accountants feel that the slide

DECEMBER 1967

5
$10.3 (Thousand)

(9th year
of life)
2.5
$5.2 (Thousand)

rule is suspect for their use because of
its inability to handle large numbers
with precision. The degree to which this
admitted defect is valid is determined
by the size of the slide rule. The larger
the instrument is, the better the precision; some desk models rival the office
computer in exact computing with large
numbers. Even a circular slide rule
exists, and business is beginning to view
it with interest because its geometrical
construction induces increased precision.
Besides it does not require resetting
during the solution of a problem.
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(Continue d fro m in side fron t cov er.)

► Nontaxable Extras
To the Editor:
Mr. J. Robert Hicks in his article,
"The Cost of Employee Benefits"
(March 1967), made some very interesting observations.
Several years ago, our company (a
bank) made a study of the "extras."
A total of $880,000 was paid during
the year for the benefits itemized in
the table below:
Pension Pla n
$230,000
Profit Sha ring Plan
240,000
Christma s Bonus
135,000
Grou p Li fe I nsu r a nce
52,000
Hea lth Benefit Pla ns
41,000
Work men's Compensa tion, Socia l
Secu rity a nd Unemployment
Insura nce
143,000
Edu ca tional Activities
8,500
Employees' Social Activities
19,000
Miscella neous
11,500
Tota l
$880,000
Avera ge per employee
(8 0 0 employees)
$ 1,100
Cost per $1 ,000 of
Employee Income
$
230

In addition to the "extras" listed
above, I can think of a num ber of
other benefits that are provided (the
cost of which varies from year to
year and in many cases is somewhat
difficult to determine), such as: pay
for time not worked (vacations, etc.,
free checking accounts, special rates
on loans, safe deposit boxes at reduced cost, free tickets to concerts,
athletic events, etc. and travelers
checks without the usual fee. These
additional benefits could quite readily
increase the average cost per employee to $1,300 or $1,400.
Breaking the above figures down to
an individual basis, the results can
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prove very interesting. Let us take
two individual examples — Employee
A and Employee B.
Employee A is a male, 31 years old,
married, has one child, has been employed longer than two years, and has
a base salary of $4,500.00. His extra
benefits would be $1,520 (cost to the
bank), i.e., 33.78% of the base
salary.
Let us consider a younger employee
who has been with the company for
not quite two years and, therefore, is
not entitled to some of the extra benefits the older employee with more
years of service is entitled to. Employee B is a female, 21 years old,
single and earns $3,100.00 a year.
Her extra benefits amount to $503
(cost to the bank), i.e., 16.23% of
the base salary.
Perhaps these figures and illustrations will give us all a better realization of what these "extras" can really
mean. I agree with Mr. Hicks that
"the value and cost of the benefits
should be communicated throughout
the organization" so that all the employees are aware of their NON Taxable Extras.
Elsie Luckman
Administrative Assistant
Trust Department
The Central Trust Co.
Cincinnati, Ohio

► Strengthened Validity
To the Editor:
In the June 1965 issue "Avoiding
the Accumulated Earnings Tax," Mr.
Jack A. Keller presented a unique
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING

method which can be utilized in determining whether a corporation subject.
to exposure under the accumulated
earnings tax (Section 531) has accumulations of working capital beyond
the reasonable needs of the business.
The validity of the method has been
strengthened by decisions in Bardahl
Manufacturing Corp. TCM 1965 -200
and Apollo Industries, Inc. CA -1
3 -8 -66 rem'g. 44TC1 (1965).
It now appears that the use of a
mathematical formula for determining
working capital needs is recognized.
This is especially true when it is used
as a decision - making tool rather than
a lawyer's justification. I have, in recent months, experienced three occasions when the "month of greatest
activity" approach has been acceptable to the Internal Revenue Agent.
Currently, I have in process an
examination wherein the Agent insists
that a credit factor (accounts payable)
be injected into the computation. References to " Bardahl" as an authority
for this has been made. Consequently,
others using a mathematical formula
may consider a credit factor in computations where it is appropriate.
Lloyd C. Meier
Tax Manager
Earl W. Hammill & Co.
Racine, Wis

► Fine Tuning
To the Editor:
Mr. V. Earl Griffin expounded a
very practical approach to systems
activities in his excellent article,
"Systems Work Below the Corporate

Level," published in the April 1967
issue.
As a word of caution, however, I
would like to add that every systems
activity should be preceded by a written statement summarizing the problems to be solved or the additional
improvements to be obtained from
the proposed effort. The individual
assigned, or assuming, responsibility
for a systems activity will often be
surprised to realize from this written
clarification that the existing system
can be "fine tuned" to quickly satisfy
these desires at little or no cost.
This "fine tuning" frequently can
best be accomplished through the
medium of training sessions for the
accounting staff, and the data processing staff, if there is one. A solution
is obtained many times just by the
mere communication of the problem,
as Mr. Griffin illustrates with his
reference to the photocopying of purchase requisitions.
Training sessions have the additional advantages of increasing each
person's knowledge of the existing
system, encouraging the advancement
of ideas to solve specific problems,
and establishing a communication
link often missing between supervision and staff. Neither do they bear
the undesirable connotation of manpower reductions all too often associated with work simplification programs or systems activities.
J. Edward Krafft
Financial Systems Analyst
Aerospace Division —
Florida Operations
Honeywell, Inc.
St. Petersburg, Fla.
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